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SAM LEWITT 
 
Sam Lewitt investigates systems of meaning—archives, mediums of communication, and technologies both 
cutting-edge and obsolete—as they are manifested materially, framed by institutions, and interpreted by subjects. 
The notion of the collection (defined by Lewitt as “that which stands elsewhere”) and the parallax of language 
between production and exchange are structuring paradigms for his practice. His work explores the uncanniness of 
the exchange relation’s appearance in the archive, a site commonly understood as existing outside of the laws of 
exchange. What does it mean that a cultural field so pervaded by enhanced communication and information 
storage systems is simultaneous with the continually enforced semantic poverty of exchange relations? 

To this end, Lewitt excavates industrial, commercial, and educational materials to uncover the conditions of their 
production and their relationship to the context in which they emerged. Although he assumes authorship, the artist 
views his role more as an editor than a source of ideas; the signs he produces function like indices. His recent work, 
which foregrounds the relationship between subjective choice and standardized systems, reflects a larger concern 
for the connection between content’s material support and the socially and the historically specific process through 
which it is interpreted.  

The artist uses existent systems as source material, displacing and manipulating their elements to provoke 
significatory shifts and interpretive ruptures. In Fluid Employment, included in the 2012 Whitney Biennial, Lewitt 
recontextualized Ferrofluid—a material comprised of magnetic particles suspended in liquid that is used in the 
manufacture of computer hard drives, speakers, and military aircraft—within a self-contained evaporation system 
of magnets and fans that fluctuated continually over the course of the installation. For the series Paper Citizens, 
Lewitt individually photographed the components of a letterpress and digitally assembled different elements to 
create configurations that only exist virtually. Viewing and reading are often configured in a tense and unreconciled 
relation in Lewitt’s work; he calls for his audience to search for disparities and gaps within seemingly unified 
images. Through his work, the artist seeks to establish a situation in which interpretation opens up onto more 
conflict-ridden timeframes. 

Lewitt’s most recent works, collectively referred to as “Weak Local Lineaments,” are etchings on Pyralux, a copper-
clad plastic laminate designed for the manufacture of flexible and ultra thin circuit boards used in a variety of 
electronic equipment, including cameras, cellphones, and computers. Either enlarged reproductions of some of 
these same circuits, or etched lines generated by an optimization algorithm that trace paths around a series of 
keyword pairings, the works physically submit to the flexible control regime that is encoded into the world of 
materials to which Pyralux belongs. This includes those from More Heat Than Light, where the lineaments take the 
form of custom-designed flexible copper heating circuits that redirect all of the available electricity in the gallery’s 
lighting grid, affecting the gallery’s circulatory system through the transformation of light into heat.  

Lewitt’s practice examines the conditions of knowability and unknowability, and the potential for constellations of 
graphic and plastic material to bring them into relief. In his view, the contents of an exhibition act as examples of 
something that have no given conditions of knowability, but rather, can generate them retrospectively. Heeding 
Marcel Broodthaers, who stated, “Fiction enables you to grasp both reality and at the same time those things that 
reality hides,” Lewitt seeks to inflect a knowledge of reality with elements that reality cannot perceive in its own 
structure.  
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Sam Lewitt was born in Los Angeles in 1981. He completed the Whitney Independent Study Program in 2005 after receiving his 

BFA from the School of Visual Arts in 2004. In 2017, his work was on view in ARTE VIVA ARTE, the 57th International Art 

Exhibition, Venice Biennale, curated by Christine Macel. Lewitt’s exhibition More Heat Than Light opened in September 2015 at 

the CCA Wattis Institute in San Francisco, before then traveling in 2016 to the Kunsthalle Basel, and finally, under the title Less 
Light Warm Words, to the Swiss Institute in New York. Casual Encounters, Lewitt’s fourth solo exhibition at Miguel Abreu 

Gallery, took place in the winter of 2014-15, simultaneous with his solo exhibition Verbrannte Erde: Second Salvage, organized 

by the Kunststiftung NRW as part of Project 25/25/25, at the Leopold-Hoesch-Museum, in Düren, Germany. Previously, Lewitt 

co-organized the exhibition and Materials and Money and Crisis at the MUMOK (Vienna) with Richard Birkett, a show in 

which he was also included, and drunken walks/cliché/corrosion fatigue/ebay at Miguel Abreu Gallery. His work “Fluid 

Employment” was exhibited in the 2012 Whitney Biennial. Solo exhibitions dedicated to Lewitt’s work include FILLER (Galerie 

Buchholz, Berlin, 2017), International Corrosion Fatigue (Galerie Buchholz, Cologne, 2013), 0110_Universal-
City_1010 (Galerie Buchholz, Berlin, 2011), Total Immersion Environment (Miguel Abreu Gallery, 2011), and From A to 
Z and Back (Galleria Franco Soffiantino, Turin, 2009). His work has also appeared in exhibitions at the Musée d'Art Moderne 

de la Ville de Paris, the Museum of Modern Art, Bergen Kunsthall, Secession, La Panacée, the Pulitzer Foundation, Fridericianum, 

David Roberts Art Foundation, White Columns, SculptureCenter, MoMA PS1, Artists Space, the Swiss Institute, David Zwirner, 

Elizabeth Dee Gallery, and Andrew Roth Gallery. His work is held in the collection of the Whitney Museum of American Art, the 

Museum of Modern Art, New York, the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, Mumok, Vienna, the Centre Georges Pompidou, 

Paris, and the Fondation d'Entreprise Galeries Lafayette, Paris. Lewitt was the recipient of the 2018 BMW Open Work commission 

at the Frieze Art Fair in London and a 2018 Grants to Artists award from the Foundation for Contemporary Arts, and was also 

the 2018 Teiger Mentor in the Arts at Cornell University. 

 

Fluid Employment, a monograph dedicated to Lewitt’s eponymous work, was published in 2013, while his catalogue for More 
Heat Than Light appeared in 2016. 

DREAMBOAT DIRTBLOCK is Lewitt’s sixth solo exhibition at Miguel Abreu Gallery. He will have a solo exhibition at Z33, in 

Hasselt, Belgium in June 2020. 
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sam lewi� on CORE, crea vity, and being

commissioned for BMW open work at frieze
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sam lewitt isn’t an artist whose opus can be easily defined. rather than being assigned to any

specific creative medium or means, lewitt openly investigates information and matter,

unfastening closed systems and institutional structures in the process. ‘I like this picture of neat

tidy, categories, but that’s not how I see it,’ the new york-based artist tells designboom about his

relationship to defined artistic terminology. ‘I think that artworks, like scientific phenomena or

technical phenomena, are made up of complex social substance. they’re more like prisms that can

be turned and seen from different perspectives depending on the institutional context which

sediments the discursive context.’
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in this vein, lewitt exhibits an ambitious new installation as part of the major artistic initiative,

BMW open work (https://frieze.com/tags/bmw-open-work), curated by attilia fattori franchini

and presented at frieze london (https://www.designboom.com/tag/frieze-art-fair-2018/). largely

informed by the artist’s dialogue with BMW (https://www.bmw.com) engine specialists, CORE

(the ‘work’) reimagines the manufacturing cycle as an engine in itself, using physical ‘archaic’

materials — like sand and aluminum. ‘I’m interested in the components that are literally at the core

of the technological developments that facilitate driving experiences,’ lewitt explains.
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while conceptually and physically, the installation uncovers the production cycle of a BMW

engine, ‘CORE (the ‘work’) also exposes the unique process of being a commissioned artist, and

in turn engages with the structure of the commissioning system itself. in fact, lewitt actually

recommissioned BMW’s engine manufacturing plant to create physical pieces of installation.

excerpts from lewitt’s contract with BMW are imprinted on the walls, a document which he sees

as ‘more of the medium of the work, rather than the physical materials they are produced out of.’

 

at frieze, designboom spoke with lewitt about his unconventional response to the commission,

artistic abstraction, and the overall evolution of his thinking and work.



the work engages the very structure of the commissioning system by congealing different flows:

of matter, of the costs of a production line, of cultural investment and its relations of symbolic

and material exchange

the work engages the very structure of the commissioning system by congealing different flows:

 

designboom (DB): tell us about the installation, and how you first approached the commission

for BMW open work.

 

sam lewitt (SL): the piece is called CORE (the ‘work’). the graphic form of the title is actually quite

important for me because in some sense, it’s a work about a request for work, or the type of

requests, and the types of demands and obligations — both informal and contractual — that are

part of a commission. my interest in doing this commission had mostly to do with producing an

unusual circuit within the commissioning system itself, where I was commissioned by BMW to

produce a work. at that point, the work was indeterminate.



DB: how did you choose to respond to the brief?

 

SL: my response was to then commission the commissioner to produce the work for me,

according to the budgetary restrictions of their initial request. what I ended up with, happily, was

two full ‘sand cores’. they’re essentially molds made out of sand and binder of the entire engine

block. it’s the first physical product that comes off the production line in the manufacturing of an

engine. this kind of condensation and packaging of the work — both the artwork and the labor

that has to be purchased — became the primary focus what I was interesting in doing and

achieving.
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DB: how do you define the original state of the thing you are investigating and in turn

abstracting? 

 

SL: the ‘real abstraction’ in this case would be not the simple exchange of money, but the way

that the exchange of money is already packaged with a set of rights and obligations that

determine the meaning and the form of the exchange. the contract for the commission — of

which I have excerpted and abstracted as texts on the wall — became almost the medium of the

work, rather than the physical materials they are produced out of. in other words, the social

relations that have to be negotiated and the contract is the medium of the work. that issues into

a set of requests — requests of me and, in turn, requests that I made onto the commissioning

institution.
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DB: the work is quite analog — can you elaborate on your relationship towards the digital and

analog?

 

SL: I think there’s a fetishism for technological doodads and gadgets, and sometimes really world-

altering technological developments, but when I think of this particular context and I think of cars,

I mostly think of technological ad-ons that change your experience of driving — and I’m not overly

interested in that. I’m interested in the archaic components that are literally at the core and

support those technological developments that facilitate those driving experiences. sand,

relations that have to be negotiated and the contract is the medium of the work. that issues into

a set of requests — requests of me and, in turn, requests that I made onto the commissioning

institution.
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aluminum, melted metal is this archaism that persists. I don’t know if it’s even a question of analog

or digital. I hope that it’s a more complicated picture of the mostly ideologically bankrupt claims

of the defenders of digital culture.
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DB: what do you hope viewers take away from the installation?

 

SL: I’d like people to see the work as a fragment of reality that is part of the ubiquitous

experience of that reality, but is still somewhat alien and estranging. that’s quite interesting for

me.
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DB: what is the intended result?

 

SL: I think critical efficacy comes with trying to locate insoluble contradictions and then trying to

clarify, not resolve, the form of the contradiction. this is what I want the work to do — to throw

into relief the strange contradictory relationship that crystalizes around things like, say,

intellectual property rights. my contract says, once I call it ‘the work’ I have rights over it as my

artwork, but yet it’s the product that comes from BMW, the commissioner, for which they want

to claim rights. that produces a kind of contraction, which is encoded into the DNA of the work. I

hope it’s clarified by the work itself, that this is a sort of insoluble relationship.

image © designboom

 

 

DB: how do you view the evolution of your work?

 

SL: the work I’ve done tends to have one problem that it’s dealing with, and that’s what we’ve

been talking about now. in a very abstract way, that problem has something to do with

attempting to put myself and the viewer in a situation where you have to coordinate and mediate

a number of discursive problems and a number or material, physical almost dumb facts. so to

place myself, and also to place viewers, in that kind of gap is the consistent thread. I think since

maybe the 2012 whitney biennial (https://whitney.org/audio-guides/10?

language=english&type=general&night=false&stop=32), these are the concerns I’ve had. I think

I’ve consciously tried to keep it quite consistent, because I feel like I haven’t exhausted my own

questions about it. once I’ve exhausted those questions, I’ll leave it alone.
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DB: was your work for the 2017 venice art biennale (https://www.designboom.com/tag/venice-

art-biennale-2017/) drawn from a similar line of thought?

 

SL: for ‘stranded assets’, I drew from the giuseppe volpi power plant that was built in 1922 — the

same year mussolini was elected. volpi was the president of the biennale in the 30s, and he

changed the energy system in veneto. he took the energy turbines out of the arsenale and built a

giant power plant in margehera — the first one in margehera. the building was recently

decommissioned and I was curious about this history, so I went there. I found these lamps that

were designed for the original building, so I got a loan of the lamps and they lit my space in the

arsenale where the turbines used to be housed. then I built reproductions of the lamps out of fuel

ash, the ash that’s scrubbed out of the smoke stacks.

 

note: see images of ‘stranded assets’ at gallery buchholz, shown at frieze art fair 2018 in the

gallery below
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DB: what are the creative strategies you adopt when working?

 

SL: sometimes strategies are consciously implemented, and other times they are imposed.

boredom and distraction are good strategic allies sometimes, sometimes they can be bad.

generally, I feel the work is ready to be made a matter of public document when I can describe it

very precisely, but feel like that description doesn’t issue immediately into a resolution or an

imperative. it’s that relationship between description as a means, and the sort of material facts

struggling against my own descriptive resources. that’s something I have to go through in order to

produce a work.

full arঞcle here

sam lewitt 
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BMW open work 2018

 

BMW group culture (https://www.bmwgroup.com/en.html) and frieze

(https://frieze.com/fairs/frieze-london) continue their long-term partnership with the major

artistic initiative, BMW open work by frieze. curated by attilia fattori franchini

(http://attiliaff.com/), the initiative brings together art, design and technology in pioneering multi-

platform formats. drawing on dialogue with BMW designers, engineers and technological experts,

nina azzarello I designboom
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Martha Schwendener, “What to See in New York Art Galleries This Week: Sam Lewitt, ‘Less Light Warm Words’,” The New York Times, June 30, 2016
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An installation view of Sam Lewitt’s exhibition “Less Light Warm Words,” at the Swiss Institute. Credit Daniel Perez, Swiss Institute / Contemporary Art
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technology.

There is also a sensory element to the installation: You can feel the copper
pads warming the space. (Most, according to the LED monitors connected
to the units, are in the 130-degree-Fahrenheit range.) But Mr. Lewitt is also
interested in issues beyond the flow of electricity: the movement of global
capital, political power and philosophical movements like phenomenology,
which concerns how our consciousness of our bodies affects our experience
of reality.

Mr. Lewitt’s work is a symbolic illustration of these ideas. And yet, the
copper circuits actually do heat up the space — in other words, affect the
world around us. Many of the components used in these devices are also
made by Foxconn, the world’s largest manufacturer of electronics, whose
labor practices have been criticized. In this sense, where some of Mr.
Lewitt’s projects have been excessively arcane, this one is beautifully
realized: a simple yet effective revelation of how bodies, energy and
materials are in some way all connected.

���������������

�����������������������

���������������

Sam Lewitt’s “Less Light Warm Words” is the last exhibition at the Swiss
Institute in its Wooster Street space. The show feels like an appropriate
send-off, since Mr. Lewitt, who started as a conceptual photographer, has
moved increasingly into what might be called sculptural institutional
critique, focusing on the infrastructures of buildings.

For this show, Mr. Lewitt removed the fluorescent light bulbs from the
ceiling fixtures and redirected the electrical current to custom-made copper
heating units. Laid out on the floor or humped into simple geometric
shapes, the slim copper pads — similar to those used in satellites and
medical equipment — recall the minimalist copperplate floor installations
of Carl Andre and of Dada or Fluxus art that responded to contemporary

An installation view of Sam Lewitt’s exhibition “Less Light Warm Words,” at the Swiss Institute. C
ute. Credit Daniel Perez, Swiss Institute / Contemporary Art
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Tyler Curtis, “Sam Lewitt,” Critics’ Picks, Artforum.com, June 2016
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Sam Lewitt
SWISS INSTITUTE 
18 Wooster Street 
June 8–July 24
After recently performing Samuel Beckett’s Not I (1972),
actress Lisa Dwan wrote: “Only a few of us know what it is to
hang in that darkness . . . till the curtain opens to let in the laser
of light that fires the mouth and then to speak so fast you can’t
think and think so fast you can’t speak . . . yet speak she must.”
In the play, a disembodied mouth, illuminated by a single beam
of light, spews an agitated text after a long silence. Save for
this mouth, the room is pitch black, making the senses of those
patrons in the dark acutely attuned to the language happening
before them.

For Sam Lewitt’s first institutional solo exhibition in New York,
“Less Light Warm Words,” the artist employs a similar tactic.
Lewitt has removed the fluorescent lights from the main gallery and redirected the electricity to ten slim, floor-
based copper heating circuits. Virtually illegible pairings of words, some of which derive from industrial
vocabulary—“VACUUM SEALED,” or “DEFOGGED MIRROR”—are written out in the circuitry on the heaters,
implicating language in the pathway of energy belonging to each piece. The gallery is temporarily bereft of its
fluorescent lighting, housing both a host of high-temperature electro-glyphs and, consequently, a heat
unbearable in Manhattan’s summer months. Like the purposeful monotony of a spotlit mouth in the void,
Lewitt’s composition of space and the speech acts it contains are here subject to concerted focus.

— Tyler Curtis

View of “Sam Lewitt,” 2016.
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SHORT CIRCUIT: SAM LEWITT TURNS UP THE HEAT AT THE SWISS
INSTITUTE
BY Alex Greenberger POSTED 06/09/16 1:58 PM
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A few years ago Sam Lewitt discovered the address for a high-speed data-trading facility in Mahwah, New Jersey. Having found what

he called an “open secret,” Lewitt went to the facility and brought his camera with him. Euronext, a company that supplies Wall Street

companies with market data, owned the building, and all he saw there were its servers and security guards, who detained him and

wiped his video footage. According to Lewitt, the guards didn’t want him to have any information about points of access, security

cameras, and, most importantly, the building’s cooling system.

“If that were to die, the whole thing would go offline,” Lewitt told me in a recent interview at his Williamsburg studio. “I realized, at

that point, that there was something in my camera, this flexible circuit structure, which already joined my camera’s technology to the

servers themselves, which all have the same material in them.” In other words, Lewitt had been a part of a system before he even knew

it.

And that’s why, since 2013, Lewitt has been using those circuit structures to interrupt that system. Now, in an installation that will go

on view this week at the Swiss Institute in New York, Lewitt will cause the circuit’s thin sheets of copper and plastic to overheat,

turning the gallery into a hotbox. Called Less Light Warm Words, the work involves rerouting the energy from the gallery’s lighting

system into these circuits, which are normally designed to keep objects like phones, cameras, and laptops cool. Removed from their
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system into these circuits, which are normally designed to keep objects like phones, cameras, and laptops cool. Removed from their
source, enlarged, and plugged into the Swiss Institute’s electrical system, these circuits now create dry warmth similar to the kind that
comes out of radiators.

“The project sort of emerges from wanting to exhaust the material—and, for me,
the discursive—possibilities of structures that are very public,” Lewitt said. “They
circulate through the world in an extremely ubiquitous way, but [they] remain
hidden or concealed in order to function properly.”

Hearing Lewitt talk about his work makes him sound like an artist from another
era—an underrated Conceptualist, or maybe a Hans Haacke acolyte. Here’s one
representative sound byte he gave me: “It really is registering the flows of the
energy and power as they move through that site, and so the work just
provisionally localizes those flows and thickens them into this set of homeostatic
heating circuits.” In reality, Lewitt is not yet 40. He has a slender frame and
matches black T-shirts and skinny jeans with white Nike Air Force 1s.

Lewitt’s works examines how information is exchanged through various capitalist
structures, from printmaking to currency itself. References to Hegel sometimes
appear, and inspirations from Minimalism and ’70s institutional critique artists
like Michael Asher are obvious. But more so than in the past Less Light Warm
Words physically evokes the gallery space as a system—“an ecological object,” as
Lewitt called it.

Less Light Warm Words is a summer show that may cause you to leave feeling
dehydrated—temperatures inside the installation can shoot well over 100 degrees. When I visited, it was bright and sunny outside—a
nice, hot, 85-degree June day. Inside the Swiss Institute’s cavernous space, no lights were on, but it was even hotter than it was outside.
(When the project debuted at San Francisco’s CCA Wattis Institute for Contemporary Art in September, it was called More Heat Than
Light. Lewitt has tweaked and retitled this final rendition of the work, perhaps in reference to how little artificial light there is in the
Swiss Institute’s space.)

Most of the installation is a series of circuits with sensors attached to them, strewn on the floor like dropped documents. Vine-like
black wires slump down from the gallery’s ceiling, but for the most part there’s not much to see. The effect viewers have on the space is
visible on the sensors, however—movements through the installation create slight fluctuations in temperature. “The numbers really
dance, as it were,” Lewitt told me. “They go up and down, and register your presence in the space as a sort of environmental
disturbance… You never know what you’re going to get.”

That sense of spontaneity is very much on purpose, Lewitt explained. “[The circuits’] function in the world is to be sealed into vacuum
enclosures, so that they hit a steady state,” the artist said. “In other words, [they’re] meant for thermal regulation, not making stuff
super, super hot…But, when I open them up to a container that’s too big, they struggle to hit that steady state.”
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A few years ago Sam Lewitt discovered the address for a high-speed data-trading facility in Mahwah, New Jersey. Having found what

he called an “open secret,” Lewitt went to the facility and brought his camera with him. Euronext, a company that supplies Wall Street

companies with market data, owned the building, and all he saw there were its servers and security guards, who detained him and

wiped his video footage. According to Lewitt, the guards didn’t want him to have any information about points of access, security

cameras, and, most importantly, the building’s cooling system.

“If that were to die, the whole thing would go offline,” Lewitt told me in a recent interview at his Williamsburg studio. “I realized, at

that point, that there was something in my camera, this flexible circuit structure, which already joined my camera’s technology to the

servers themselves, which all have the same material in them.” In other words, Lewitt had been a part of a system before he even knew

it.

And that’s why, since 2013, Lewitt has been using those circuit structures to interrupt that system. Now, in an installation that will go

on view this week at the Swiss Institute in New York, Lewitt will cause the circuit’s thin sheets of copper and plastic to overheat,

turning the gallery into a hotbox. Called Less Light Warm Words, the work involves rerouting the energy from the gallery’s lighting

system into these circuits, which are normally designed to keep objects like phones, cameras, and laptops cool. Removed from their
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system into these circuits, which are normally designed to keep objects like phones, cameras, and laptops cool. Removed from their
source, enlarged, and plugged into the Swiss Institute’s electrical system, these circuits now create dry warmth similar to the kind that
comes out of radiators.

“The project sort of emerges from wanting to exhaust the material—and, for me,
the discursive—possibilities of structures that are very public,” Lewitt said. “They
circulate through the world in an extremely ubiquitous way, but [they] remain
hidden or concealed in order to function properly.”

Hearing Lewitt talk about his work makes him sound like an artist from another
era—an underrated Conceptualist, or maybe a Hans Haacke acolyte. Here’s one
representative sound byte he gave me: “It really is registering the flows of the
energy and power as they move through that site, and so the work just
provisionally localizes those flows and thickens them into this set of homeostatic
heating circuits.” In reality, Lewitt is not yet 40. He has a slender frame and
matches black T-shirts and skinny jeans with white Nike Air Force 1s.

Lewitt’s works examines how information is exchanged through various capitalist
structures, from printmaking to currency itself. References to Hegel sometimes
appear, and inspirations from Minimalism and ’70s institutional critique artists
like Michael Asher are obvious. But more so than in the past Less Light Warm
Words physically evokes the gallery space as a system—“an ecological object,” as
Lewitt called it.

Less Light Warm Words is a summer show that may cause you to leave feeling
dehydrated—temperatures inside the installation can shoot well over 100 degrees. When I visited, it was bright and sunny outside—a
nice, hot, 85-degree June day. Inside the Swiss Institute’s cavernous space, no lights were on, but it was even hotter than it was outside.
(When the project debuted at San Francisco’s CCA Wattis Institute for Contemporary Art in September, it was called More Heat Than
Light. Lewitt has tweaked and retitled this final rendition of the work, perhaps in reference to how little artificial light there is in the
Swiss Institute’s space.)

Most of the installation is a series of circuits with sensors attached to them, strewn on the floor like dropped documents. Vine-like
black wires slump down from the gallery’s ceiling, but for the most part there’s not much to see. The effect viewers have on the space is
visible on the sensors, however—movements through the installation create slight fluctuations in temperature. “The numbers really
dance, as it were,” Lewitt told me. “They go up and down, and register your presence in the space as a sort of environmental
disturbance… You never know what you’re going to get.”

That sense of spontaneity is very much on purpose, Lewitt explained. “[The circuits’] function in the world is to be sealed into vacuum
enclosures, so that they hit a steady state,” the artist said. “In other words, [they’re] meant for thermal regulation, not making stuff
super, super hot…But, when I open them up to a container that’s too big, they struggle to hit that steady state.”
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On the copper strips included in Less Light Warm Words are etched geometric patterns that resemble Frank Stella abstractions or,
because of their brownish tint, Art Deco interiors. It’s hard to tell at first glance, but these actually depict phrases found in the
manufacturer information that comes with cameras, laptops, and phones. Remade using an algorithm, Lewitt translated phrases like
BELONG ANYWHERE and CUSTOM PROFILING into images. He called them “hieroglyphics,” and added, “The challenge is, how do
you do that in such a way that you don’t end up producing a second work or material—in other words, without writing something on a
piece of paper and putting it on the wall?”

One way he overcame that problem was by staging an iteration of the project in an AirBnB in New York earlier this year. “This [idea]
came from a very simple activity of just reading through all the manufacturing material,” he said, “and seeing that the kinds of concepts
and language that are used to describe this kind of technical object coincide very closely with, say, the kind of language that’s used in an
AirBnB press statement.”

And so Lewitt found the perfect location: a former light industry space that had become a creative loft, which was sometimes posted as
an AirBnB for extra money. Because the space had been transformed so many times, it “echoed very nicely the way this works on a
chain of conversions—you could even say ‘translations,’ ” Lewitt said.

“The interest for me there is all these little gaps that emerge in perception, in the causality of what you see and know about the work,”
he added. And what was it like to effectively short circuit an AirBnB? “It was a little clandestine, but it worked.”

Copyright 2016, ARTnews Ltd, 40 W 25th Street, 6th Floor, New York, N.Y. 10010. All rights reserved.
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SAM LEWITTIt’s kind of strange to be asked to make a conversation with 
you as a matter of public document. We’ve been closely tied since 
kindergarten. Is there no available pretense to an un-entangled idio-
lect? What could bar us from the intramural blah, blah, blah that’s 
been our argot since childhood?

MAX HOOPER SCHNEIDERTrough mates lapping at the mucilage of pulverized lexica! 
And stranger yet, or perhaps not in the slightest, we both come 
from mothers who are in the writing business and are at present 
operating, however divergently, in some capacity of techne. I was 
thinking about shared logorrhea all day, and I found myself recent-
ly telling someone about our mutual morphogenesis over a glass at 
the Golden Bull. With this in mind it is seriously tempting to heed 
a structure that buckles from word-craft spillage—like an ice cube 
atop a taut sheet of Kleenex. 

SL Lexical mayhem with true crime–style admissions of cul-
pability for deploying cephalopodan lures (bilious ink deposits, et 
cetera). As for a glass at the Golden Bull: there has to be something 
significant there about a specifically pagan promise of happiness. 
Maybe I’m just thinking of it as an allegorical name for the products 
of logorrhea. I distinctly remember our mothers agreeing that we 
should be raised as pagans. Do you know the story of the tyrant 
Phalaris? He ordered the artist Perillos to produce the so-called bra-
zen bull—a torture device in which victims were roasted in a giant 
brass brazier in bovine form. The artist who made it was apparently 
the first to be roasted, and the tyrant himself was the last.

MHSExcuse this Santa Monica Canyon factoid but I’m pretty sure 
it was also the site of the pre-Christian Tongva tribe that believed 
that all law was administered by a ghost. This Phalaris story sounds 
familiar—somehow capturing the glory of Odin sacrificing his eye 
amid the pursuit for “more wisdom.” But yes, agreed, the pagan 
promise, but also the romantics of the hideout. The Golden Bull 
feels like a diorama vacuum-packed in tearstained pleather. Maybe 
the sentiments are the same, actually?

SL The watering hole and the brazier definitely converge in 
the best aspects of L.A. You just mentioned dioramas. You’ve built 
models as long as I’ve known you. That’s something that’s contin-
uous with the work you’re doing now. I feel like I’ve always had the 
opposite tendency: to break things down and dismantle.

MHSOh, quite so, and particularly the best aspects of west Los 
Angeles. The downside of this promise is the steak. But in all se-
riousness, very much so. Since (both you and) I can remember, I 
have always returned to model making and the dioramic mode, that 
is, the stages for constructing a universe and their infrastructure: 
aquaria, sites indoors and out, the micro/macro, even my draw-
ing practice. The approach is the same: What are the materials that 
comprise these stages, how are they hidden and/or revealed, and 
how do they work toward telling a story you’ve never heard before? 
That’s really what I’m best at. Control without prescription. 

SL I see that. I think that last formulation is beautiful. It reminds 
me that there is some justice in studying the law while refusing to 
enforce it. Of course making a functional, framed construction like 
an aquarium and tearing down a material or discursive structure to 
see how it functions are not always mutually exclusive. On some 
very basic level the difference is methodological. There ’s a rich va-
riety of media and exuberant execution of what’s gathered into your 
constructions that I really admire, but which feels foreign to the way 
I go about things. The majority of my material decisions are based 
on very specific questions I try and ask about the conditions under 
which the work is being made. For instance, I’ve recently been try-
ing to focus on what material structures I can import into a site that 
throw a sideways light on the way conditions of display are condi-
tioned by more extensive patterns and techniques of circulation, the 
global standards of design and protocols of symbolic exchange that 
circulate through the site. I’m not interested in “process” for its own 
sake or in renovating site specificity, but in understanding the work 
as a weak local thickening of a subject planned for circulation.

MHSIt’s completely methodological, and again something I’ve 
witnessed since boyhood: your tendency toward anarchy and the 
polemical and mine toward phantasmagoria and interiority. I be-
lieve it arrives from obverse, lest not irreconcilable, states of dis-
satisfaction regarding the condition(s) being examined, no? I’m 
dissatisfied with the condition of materials themselves. I detest how 
bodies across all kingdoms are caricatured, with how materials are 
imagined, with how their properties are tested and applied, with 
how they are classified—in general the taxa that furnish the World 
“out there.” Right now I’m assembling several machines and qua-
si-closed systems, some more dioramic than others, that are motile 
and generate and break down their constituent parts, but ultimate-
ly ask questions about how a god or omnipotent knower is made. 
What a scientist is. What biota is, et cetera. Allow to me to import 
your patois and dare to say I see my work as more of a “thickening” 
than a model. But anyway, speaking of symbolic exchange, locality 
and circulation, we always have found our convergence in the tide 
pool—the pore of the abyss, the most miraculous of portals.

SL So we’re back at the very typic of a structure that is literally 
the result of circulating microcosmic organizations. 

MHSDefinitely.
SL It’s a structure where circulation and isolation are fully me-

diated. Obverse but not irreconcilable, I suppose. In the tide pool, 
the momentary isolation of an aquatic gathering is the product 
of constant, cyclical propulsion of individuals. But this makes me 
question the “closed system” model. Remember that when we’re 
speaking of systemic closure or openness, we ’re ultimately differ-
entiating between grades of openness, not distinctions of type. Even 
Hans Haacke ’s condensation cube needs a little hole poked in the 
top to introduce the small amount of water that will allow the per-
spiration to gather. Is that open or closed? Well, it’s somewhere on 
the gradient toward closure. And where does this detestable body 
begin and end? With the contours of the dermis? The convexity of 
a blackhead? I know for sure you don’t hate the very bacteria that 
our aerobic metabolism chemically evolved from. Shouldn’t that be 
included in what a body is and what it can do if we find allegorical 
resources in the tide pools? We’re going to inspect the inhabitants, 
but also recognize the inseparability of their placid display with the 
utter turbulence of the current that comes to catastrophically redis-
tribute everything.

MHSThis conversation is also a tide pool freighted with sesqui-
pedalian redistribution and phylogenetic positioning. Like a thick 
drizzle of Holothurian effluent tectonically corralled to its next pla-
teau. Oh no, I must have been presumptuous there, fratelli. I would 
never purport the production of a utopia of systemic closure.

SL  I’m not trying to be arch or anything like that. Every system 
needs the open/closed distinction in order to operate. I’m just try-
ing to worm something in about the tenuousness of the boundary 
between the open and the closed on larger environmental scales.

MHSYour reference to Hans Haacke seems totally apt. I remem-
ber this moment when we both decided to cut our shoulder-length, 
sun-damaged black hair off and you telling me that he was the 
“forefather of the living system in contemporary art.” I try to in-
clude, with varying intensity, this idea of leakage and porosity as 
well as the maintenance of archiving and operation in my projects, 
however scintillating or maddening—usually both. I think my 
practice actually highlights and plays with this oscillation between 
the clinical and the catastrophic. I just had this conversation with 
another friend regarding his efforts to stage the “open-ended.” 
It’s probably a hackneyed exchange at this point. Perhaps it’s the 
autism of my aesthetic, but I couldn’t see where authorship was 
lost and I eventually had to tell myself that the pelagic edge of the 
continental shelf was a close-to-acceptable metric. Parametric ar-
chitecture is another issue for me, but let’s not get into that. I’m a 
skilled coauthor, for example with other organisms, but still find 
that I am impounded within my own anthropomorphism. The tide 
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p o o l  d e n u d e s  m e  o f  a l l  n a r c i s s i s m  a n d  r e m a i n s  o n e  o f  f e w  e n v i r o n s  

t h a t  i n v i t e s  m y  p a r t i c i p a t i o n .  

S L
M y  f a v o r i t e  e a r l y  H a a c k e  i s  a c t u a l l y  C i r c u l a t i o n ,  w h i c h  i s  s o r t  

o f  a n  a n t i - l i v i n g  s y s t e m ,  s i n c e  w h o e v e r  s h o w s  i t  n e e d s  t o  i n j e c t  c o p -

p e r  s u l f a t e  i n  t h e  t u b e  t o  p r e v e n t  a l g a e  g r o w t h .  I n  s o m e  v e r y  l i t e r a l  

s e n s e  i t ’ s  a l s o  t h e  o p p o s i t e  o f  a n  o p e n - e n d e d  w o r k ,  s i n c e  i t  c l o s -

e s  a  c i r c u i t  o f  t u b i n g  w i t h  a  p e r i s t a l t i c  p u m p ,  b u t  o n l y  w i t h  t h e  a i d  

o f  t h e s e  b a d  m a t e r i a l i t i e s :  p o i s o n o u s  c h e m i c a l  a g e n t s  t h a t  f a c i l i t a t e  

fl o w  b y  o b l i t e r a t i n g  t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  c e l l u l a r  e x c r e s c e n c e .

M H S
I t  t e a c h e s  u s  h o w  t o  h a r n e s s  s t e r i l i t y ,  b u t  I  w o n d e r  i f  c o p p e r  

s u l f a t e  c r y s t a l s  f o r m e d  i n  t h i s  t u b e ?  A n d  o f  c o u r s e  t h e  i d e a  o f  t h e  

b o r d e r  i s  b e i n g  e v o k e d  a s  w e  s p e a k ,  b e y o n d  t h e  a n t h r o p o i d  s a c  o f  

w a t e r  a n d  e l e c t r i c i t y .

S L
Y e a h ,  f r o m  t h e  i n h u m a n  t h r e s h o l d  o f  t h e  t i d e  p o o l  t o  t h e  h y -

d r o p o w e r  d a m ,  w h e r e  w a t e r  b a r r i e r s  a r e  u s e d  t o  p r o d u c e  e l e c t r i c -

i t y .  I n  m y  o w n  w o r k  t h e  i n t e r e s t  i n  c i r c u l a t i o n  i s  i n s e p a r a b l e  f r o m  

p r o c e s s e s  o f  c o n g e l a t i o n  t h a t  p r o d u c e  c o n t a m i n a t e d  e d d i e s  a n d  fl o w  

s t o p p a g e s .  I  t h i n k  t h a t ’ s  m o s t  a p p a r e n t  i n  F l u i d  E m p l o y m e n t  a n d  

M o r e  H e a t  T h a n  L i g h t ,  t h e  l a t t e r  o f  w h i c h  m a x e s  o u t  t h e  e l e c t r i c a l  

l o a d  d e d i c a t e d  t o  t h e  l i g h t i n g  o f  w h a t e v e r  b u i l d i n g  h o u s e s  t h e  w o r k .  

T h i s  h a p p e n s  b e c a u s e  e n e r g y  i s  r e d i r e c t e d  i n t o  a  b u n c h  o f  s p e c i a l -

l y  m a n u f a c t u r e d  h e a t i n g  c i r c u i t s .  T h e  fl e x i b l e  c i r c u i t  m a t e r i a l  t h a t  

t h e s e  a r e  m a d e  f r o m ,  w h i c h  I ’ v e  b e e n  w o r k i n g  w i t h  s i n c e  2 0 1 3 ,  c a n  

b e  p r o c e s s e d  t o  h i t  a  t a r g e t  t e m p e r a t u r e  i n  o r d e r  t o  t h e r m a l l y  r e g -

u l a t e  e n v i r o n m e n t s  t h a t  c e r t a i n  k i n d s  o f  e q u i p m e n t  o p e r a t e  i n ,  s o  

t h a t  t h e y  c a n  t r a v e l  m o r e  e ffi c i e n t l y :  f r o m  s a t e l l i t e  a r m s  i n  s p a c e  t o  

e l e c t r o n i c  b i l l b o a r d s  i n  S o u t h  D a k o t a ,  b a t t e r y  p a c k s  i n  t r a n s i t ,  f o o d  

t r a y s  i n  h o s p i t a l s ,  e t  c e t e r a .  T h a t ’ s  w h y  I  c a l l  t h e m  “ w e a k  l o c a l s , ”  

b e c a u s e  t h e i r  s p e c i fi c i t y  i s  a t t e n u a t e d  b y  g l o b a l  s t a n d a r d s  o f  o p e r -

a t i o n  t h a t  c o o r d i n a t e  a n  a s s e m b l a g e  o f  i n s t i t u t i o n a l  f o r m s .  T h e y  

b e l o n g  i n  m a n y  a n d  n o  p a r t i c u l a r  h o u s i n g .  T h e  w o r k  i t s e l f  i s  c i r -

c u l a t i n g  b e t w e e n  a  n o n p r o fi t  s p a c e  i n  S a n  F r a n c i s c o ,  a n  A i r b n b  i n  

N e w  Y o r k ,  a n d  a  K u n s t h a l l e  i n  E u r o p e .  I n  e a c h  c a s e  t h e  e x h i b i t i o n  

s i t e ’ s  i n f r a s t r u c t u r e  i s  n o t  t r e a t e d  a s  a  n e u t r a l  s u p p o r t ,  b u t  i s  r e fl e c t -

e d  i n  r e d i r e c t i o n ,  c o n v e r t e d  a n d  e x h a u s t e d  b y  t h e  i n t e r v e n t i o n  o f  

t h e  w o r k  i t s e l f  a n d  i t s  b e i n g  t u r n e d  o n  a n d  o ff  a c c o r d i n g  t h e  l a b o r  

p a t t e r n s  o f  t h e  s i t e  i t ’ s  i n .  A n y w a y ,  I  t h i n k  t h i s  i s  s t a r t i n g  t o  s o u n d  

t o o  s h o r e d  u p .  I  t e n d  t o  m i s t r u s t  m y s e l f  w h e n  t h i n g s  s t a r t  t o  g e t  

s t a b i l i z e d  b y  d e s c r i p t i o n .

M H S
I  s e e  t h i s  a s  m a s t e r f u l l y  f o r e n s i c .  I  a l w a y s  h a v e .  I  d a r e  n o t  s a y  

“ p o e t i c , ”  b u t  e l e g a n t  i n  i t s  u n y i e l d i n g  d e s i g n ,  b o t h  d i s c u r s i v e  a n d  

i n f r a s t r u c t u r a l .  W e  k n o w  t h e  fi e r c e n e s s  b e h i n d  o u r  c r i t i c a l  w o r l d -

v i e w s  i s  f o r k e d  b u t  w e  d o  r e - m i n g l e  a t  t h e  p h a r y n g e a l  r o o t  o f  t h e  

s e r p e n t ’ s  t o n g u e  i n  a  s h a r e d  t a s t e  f o r  t h e  s u r g i c a l .  F u n n y ,  s o o n  I  w i l l  

b e  p u l s i n g  t h e  l i g h t i n g  s y s t e m  o f  a  g a l l e r y  o n  a n d  o ff  v i a  t h e  e l e c t r i c  

d i s c h a r g e s  o f  f r e s h w a t e r  e e l s .  T h e  g a l l e r y  e x i s t s  a s  s o m e t h i n g  t o  b e  

s u c c e e d e d  r a t h e r  t h a n  e v i d e n c e d .  I  p l a y  o ff  t h e  h o u s i n g ,  w h e t h e r  

i t  b e  t h e  g a l l e r y  i t s e l f ,  a  v i t r i n e ,  o r  a n  e m p i r i c a l l y  d e fi n e d  b i o t o p e ,  

a l l  c o n fi n e s .  A n d  i n  t h i s  w a y  I  c o n t i n u e  t o  e x p l o r e  t h e  a e s t h e t i c s  o f  

s u c c e s s i o n .  W h a t  h a p p e n s  a f t e r  a  c l i m a x .  A f t e r  d e a t h .  I  a l w a y s  h a v e .  

T o  m e  t h e s e  s p a c e s  f a l l  u n d e r  t h e  r u b r i c  o f  w h a t  I  d e s c r i b e  a s  t h e  

“ t r a n s - h a b i t a t ” :  w o r l d s  t h a t  m a t e r i a l i z e  a n d  d r a m a t i z e  i n  d i v e r s e  

w a y s  h o w  n a t u r e  i s  c o n c e i v e d .  B a s i c a l l y  a s  a  p r o c e s s  o f  c e a s e l e s s  

m o r p h o g e n e t i c  m o d u l a t i o n ,  a  r e l e n t l e s s  o n s l a u g h t  i n  w h i c h  b o d i e s ,  

a s  f o r m e d  m a t t e r s ,  a r e  c o n t i n u o u s l y  c r e a t e d ,  t r a n s f o r m e d ,  a n d  d e -

s t r o y e d .  A n d  b a c k  t o  t h e  a n t h r o p o i d  s a c  o f  w a t e r  a n d  e l e c t r i c i t y ,  i n  

t h i s  d e fi n i t i o n ,  n e i t h e r  t h e  a r t i s t  n o r  t h e  p r o d u c e d  w o r k s  a r e  u n d e r -

s t o o d  a s  e x i s t i n g  o u t s i d e  o r  a p a r t  f r o m  t h e s e  p r o c e s s e s .  W i t h  m y  

w o r k s  t h e r e  i s  n e v e r  a n  a t t e m p t  t o  “ r e p r e s e n t ”  o r  “ m o d e l ”  n a t u r e ;  

t h e y  a r e  n a t u r e .  T h e r e  i s  n o  a r t i fi c e .  E v e r y t h i n g ,  i n c l u d i n g  t h e  g a l -

l e r y ,  i s  a  “ t r a n s - h a b i t a t . ”  T h e  w o r k  d e n a t u r e s  t o  c r e a t e  n a t u r e ,  b e  i t  

a  v i n t a g e  p o p c o r n  t r o l l e y  c o l o n i z e d  b y  p o p c o r n - l i k e  a q u a t i c  s n a i l s ,  

a n  u n c l a s s i fi a b l e  r h i z o s p h e r e  t h a t  m y t h o l o g i z e s  t h e  d i s c o v e r y  o f  t h e  

V H S  t a p e ,  o r  e v e n  t h e  s p e c u l a t i v e  t e r r a r i a  t h a t  h o u s e  n e a r l y  i n d e -

c i p h e r a b l e  n e o n  s i g n s  o ff - g a s s i n g  f o n t s  o f  v a r y i n g  d i s e a s e s  a n d  l e -

t h a l i t y .  B u t  s p e a k i n g  o f  s h i f t i n g  h a b i t a t s  a n d  t h e  d i s e a s e  o f  s i g n a g e ,  I  

r e m e m b e r  i n s t a n t l y  r e l i s h i n g  i n  y o u r  s t u d i o ,  b e f o r e  i t s  d e b u t  a t  C C A  

W a t t i s  I n s t i t u t e  i n  S a n  F r a n c i s c o ,  a t  l e a s t  o n  a  r e t i n a l  l e v e l ,  t h e  l o g o  

f o r  “ M o r e  H e a t  T h a n  L i g h t , ”  a  v e r y  e v o c a t i v e  ( a n d  n o s t o m a n i a c a l )  

f o n t  t h a t  s e e m s  t o  b o r r o w  f r o m  t h e  p h y l u m  o f  a n g s t - c h i r o g r a p h y  o f  

d e a t h  a n d  b l a c k  m e t a l .

S L
W e l l ,  I  w o u l d n ’ t  d a r e  t e s t  m y  k n o w l e d g e  o f  t h e  g e n r e  w i t h  

y o u r  e n c y c l o p e d i c  g r a s p  a t  t h i s  p o i n t .  I  t h i n k  I  c a n  s a f e l y  s u g g e s t  

t h a t  y o u r  a s t o u n d i n g  l i n g u a l  v e c t o r s  h i t  t h e  e a r  w i t h  a  r e s o n a n t  s o n i c  

c h a r g e  t h a t  h o l d s  t o g e t h e r  h e b e p h r e n i a  a n d  u t t e r  p r e c i s i o n .  M y  u s e  

o f  t h e  f o n t  c a m e  a b o u t  w i t h  s o m e t h i n g  s i m i l a r  i n  m i n d .  F r o m  t h e  b e -

g i n n i n g  I  w a s  i m a g i n i n g  a n  i r r a t i o n a l  l o g o  e l e m e n t  t h a t  c o u l d  i g n i t e  

a  s u r f a c e  s p a r k  a g a i n s t  t h e  g r a i n  o f  t h e  h y p e r - r a t i o n a l i z e d  p l o t t i n g /

d e s i g n i n g  o f  t h a t  w o r k ’ s  p r o d u c t i o n ,  w h e r e  t h e  l i n e s  “ w r i t t e n ”  a s  a  

h e a t i n g  c i r c u i t  a r e  e n t i r e l y — d o w n  t o  t h e  m i l l i m e t e r — t h e  p r o d u c t  

o f  c o n v e r t i n g  t h e  e l e c t r i c a l  s p e c s  f o r  t h e  l i g h t i n g  g r i d .  T h e  t e x t  w a s  

t o  f u n c t i o n  a s  a  d i s a p p o i n t e d  p r o m i s e  f o r  t h e  w o r k .  B u t  I  f o u n d  t h a t  

w h i l e  t h e r e  w a s  a n  a p p a r e n t  i n c o m m e n s u r a b i l i t y  b e t w e e n  f u n c t i o n -

a l  h e a t i n g  t r a c e s  a n d  d e s i c c a t e d  l e t t e r f o r m s ,  e a c h  k i n d  o f  i n s c r i p t i o n  

a r r i v e s  i n  a d v a n c e  o f  g r a m m a t i c a l l y  m e a n i n g f u l  s t a t e m e n t  m a k i n g ,  

r e g a r d l e s s  o f  w h a t e v e r  g r a m m a t i c a l  c a r g o  I  i m a g i n e  w i l l  b e  n o t e d  i n  

t h e  w o r k ’ s  m a n i f e s t ,  i n c l u d i n g  m y  o w n  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s .  M a y b e  t h a t  

g e t s  s o m e w h e r e  t o w a r d  y o u r  t r a n s - h a b i t a t s ’  c o l l a p s e  o f  a u t h o r s h i p  

i n t o  p r o c e s s e s  o f  b o t h  e n c l o s u r e  a n d  d i s l o c a t i o n ?  T h i s  s e e m s  l i k e  a  

g o o d  p l a c e  f o r  t h i s  q u o t e  f r o m  W a l t e r  B e n j a m i n ,  w h i c h  c o m e s  t o  

m i n d  a s  a  s e l f - l i q u i d a t i n g  c e n t e r p i e c e  t o  o u r  c i r c u m l o c u t i o n s  a n d  

a m b i g u o u s l y  d i r e c t e d  e x p l a n a t i o n s :  “ W h a t ,  i n  t h e  e n d ,  m a k e s  a d -

v e r t i s e m e n t s  s u p e r i o r  t o  c r i t i c i s m ?  N o t  w h a t  t h e  m o v i n g  r e d  n e o n  

s a y s — b u t  t h e  fi e r y  p o o l  r e fl e c t i n g  i t  i n  t h e  a s p h a l t . ”

M H S
B e n j a m i n ’ s  p h o t o ( e n ) t r o p i s m .  M i s fi r e d  s e m i o s i s .  A  d i s -

a p p o i n t e d  p r o m i s e .  H o w  c a n  t h i s  q u o t e  n o t  c o n c l u d e ,  b u t  a r r e s t ,  

o u r  p e n d u l o u s  c h a n n e l  o f  S & M  b o n d i n g ?  I  l e a k  f o r t h  i n  c o n g r u -

i t y  t h a t  i n d e e d  t h e  w o r k  o f  t h e  “ t r a n s - h a b i t a t ”  i s  t h e  c o l l a p s e ,  t h e  

̋Țƴ̍ȀƲɠƲƮɠ o f  r e c o m b i n a t i o n ,  t h e  n o v e l  e c o s y s t e m ,  m a t e r i a l - m a k -
i n g  i t s e l f ;  b u t  n o w  f e e l  I  s h o u l d  g e s t u r e  t o w a r d  a  p r o l a p s e  o f  w h a t  

h a s  b e e n  t h e  m o s t  p l e a s u r a b l e  a n d  r e f a m i l i a r i z i n g  i n t r o i t u s  i n t o  o u r  

o w n  i n t e r t i d a l  z o n e ,  o u r  c o r p r o l a l i a c  p o s t u r i n g  s h a d e d  b y  s e a  p a l m  

t h a l l i  a n d  t h e  l u m i n o u s  d u s t s  o f  t h e  h y d r o i d s — o n l y  t o  b e  d i s c o v -

e r e d  b y  o p p o r t u n i s t i c  p i n c h e r s  a f t e r  o u r  c o l l o q u y  h a s  d r i e d  u p .

S a m  L e w i t t  i s  a n  a r t i s t  l i v i n g  i n  N e w  Y o r k .  H i s  e x h i b i t i o n  “ M o r e  H e a t  T h a n  
L i g h t ”  w i l l  b e  o n  v i e w  a t  K u n s t h a l l e  B a s e l  f r o m  A p r i l  1 s t  t o  M a y  2 9 t h .

M a x  H o o p e r  S c h n e i d e r  ( 1 9 8 2 ,  L o s  A n g e l e s ,  C A )  l i v e s  a n d  w o r k s  i n  L o s  
A n g e l e s .  H o o p e r  S c h n e i d e r ’ s  w o r k  d e v e l o p s  a n d  e x p l o r e s  t h e  a e s t h e t i c s  o f  
s u c c e s s i o n  t h r o u g h  t h e  c r e a t i o n  o f  w o r l d s  t h a t  m a t e r i a l i z e  a n d  d r a m a t i z e  i n  
d i v e r s e  w a y s  t h e  w a y  n a t u r e  i s  c o n c e i v e d — i . e . ,  a s  a  p r o c e s s  o f  c e a s e l e s s  
m o r p h o g e n i c  m o d u l a t i o n ,  a  r e l e n t l e s s  o n s l a u g h t  i n  w h i c h  b o d i e s ,  a s  f o r m e d  
m a t t e r s ,  a r e  c o n t i n u o u s l y  c r e a t e d ,  t r a n s f o r m e d ,  a n d  d e s t r o y e d .  T h e  r e s u l t a n t  
w o r k  c h a l l e n g e s  c o n v e n t i o n a l  s y s t e m s  o f  c l a s s i fi c a t i o n  a n d  s t r i v e s  t o  d i s l o -
c a t e  h u m a n s  f r o m  t h e i r  a s s u m e d  p o s i t i o n  o f  c e n t r a l i t y  a n d  s u p e r i o r i t y  a s  
k n o w e r s  a n d  a c t o r s  i n  t h e  w o r l d .
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In 2005, artists Gareth James, Sam Lewitt, and Cheyney 
Thompson set out to make a twelve-issue magazine 
questioning drawing’s place in theory and practice. The 
issues, which would be based on the series of lectures 
held on New York’s Lower East Side over the course of 
one year, would be released all at once, thus challeng-
ing the supply and demand cycles expected of artists 
(and the media) and which were thought requisite for 
maintaining currency in the public eye.

This fall, Lewitt mounted a solo show at San Fran-
cisco’s CCA Wattis center, feeding the entirety of the 
gallery’s energy supply directly into his sculptural work, 
rewiring the institution’s conditions of circulation and 
display. With full awareness of how that mid-00s dis-
course might relate, James, here, offers his thoughts on 
the valances of Lewitt’s production.

In the first of three planned iterations, Sam 
Lewitt’s solo exhibition “More Heat Than Light” 
was on view at the CCA Wattis Institute this fall. A 
second staging (with the same objects and under 
the same title) will briefly take place in an Airbnb 
apartment in New York before traveling on to the 
Kunsthalle Basel in April 2016. As those familiar 

with Lewitt’s ongoing interrogation of visual, 
material, and financial economies might expect, 
his exhibition draws into its purview a number of 
compelling aesthetic and political issues.  Wattis 
curator Anthony Huberman neatly laid out the 
discursive entanglements of the exhibition in 
a text available at wattis.org, so the following 
remarks will focus on the two initially simple 
gestures that organized the show.

The first precipitating gesture consisted of a 
redirection of the total available electrical energy 
supplied to the Wattis’ ceiling lighting tracks. Ten 
track heads were installed but rather than supply 
electricity to lights (there were none), the heads 
were rewired to long cable extensions that hung 
down throughout the space, dispensing their 
current into large copper-clad flexible heating 
circuits that lay directly on the concrete floor of 
the gallery. Flexible micro-heating circuits are 
a ubiquitous and essential component of a wide 
variety of digital technology (think of everything 
from medical equipment to military targeting sys-
tems to smartphones), that requires the constant 
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regulation of internal temperature for precise 
and reliable operation. Lewitt’s comparatively 
enormous, custom-fabricated circuits were almost 
grotesque in scale; combined with their redirec-
tion of the gallery’s energetic resources away from 
the showing of the show to the heating of it, the 
observation that the exhibition space is itself a 
highly regulated computational apparatus became 
unavoidable.

At the opening event on a warm evening 
in San Francisco, as the available natural light 
and the outdoor evening temperature fell, the 
increasingly hot and dark interior of the gal-
lery enforced a similar change of description on 
the exhibition’s visitors too: transformed from 
spectators (defined by their capacity for looking) 
to, in a sense, autonomic computational bodies 
(redescribed as galvanic sensors). As dusk fell 
over the conventionally vibrant visual field of the 
gallery, a relatively uncommon degree of physical 
caution was required to avoid stepping on the 
sculptures on the floor. The digital sensors taking 
their temperature – ranging from 130°F (54°C) 
to 190°F (88°C) as the heating circuits struggled 
to maintain the entire gallery as one correspond-
ing to the description “160°F” (71°C) – provided 
the only distinct visual evidence of their location. 
Meanwhile slightly sweaty faces and underarms 
registered the moist thickening of the epidermal 
encounter between the skin and the too-warm air.

There are gestures in art into which the 
possibility of critical discourse disappears like a 
black hole (joke paintings for example) leaving in 
their place a kind of affective afterlife or cosmic 
shudder. But there are also gestures, concerning 
mundane technical details of apparently limited 
interest, that prove capable of unfolding in such 
a way that they envelop questions of a far greater 

magnitude. This capacity of a gesture to be 
unfolded fascinated Walter Benjamin, a key intel-
lectual touchstone for Lewitt, and to adequately 
situate the latter’s gesture we would need to turn 
to work with clear formal as well as calefactory 
relationships with Lewitt’s show: Michael Asher’s 

“Kunsthalle Bern, 1992” (1992), in which Asher 
aggregated all the institution’s radiators along a 
single wall); and Art & Language’s “The Tempera-
ture Show” (1966), a series of photographs using 
infrared film to reveal heated infrastructure below 
the surface of the apparently natural landscape. 
The trouble with good examples, of course, is that 
they obscure and mislead like bad ones: the com-
position of their relative intellectual and artistic 
conditions, their medium of intelligibility, are, in 
fact, significantly different. 

In the 1980s, Art & Language leant heavily 
on Wittgenstein’s argument that description was 
the only activity proper to philosophy (explana-
tion being the preserve of the natural sciences). 
Description, for Art & Language, was thus a key 
activity for establishing a critique of interpretative 
method and for intervening in the discourses that 
receive and recursively condition artistic work. 
Today, this type of argument is more likely to 
evoke Latour, and his transformation of Witt-
genstein’s philosophical stricture into a normative 
prescription for knowledge production in general, 
leaving the task of explanation to the sponta-
neous aggregating activity of networks. Such 
arguments evidently serve free market advocates 
 embarrassed by the implausibility of their expla-
nations (description will suffice!) more than they 
serve Lewitt’s critical purposes. Perhaps Lewitt’s 
recurrent titling motif “Weak Local Lineaments” 
evoked the fading of explanatory power into mere 
description, but additional language occasionally 
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included in subtitles and insinuated obscurely 
into the wall pieces (such as “Belong Anywhere” 
or “Get Connected”) evoked the related logic 
of the order-word. The move from an initial 
statement to a parenthetical or imbedded second 
statement reminds us that descriptive statements 
do not merely circulate as innocent re-presen-
tations of their subjects, but perform operations 
according to the value judgments of the systems 
in which they are imbedded. 

The second regulatory gesture concerns the 
limitations placed on the circulation of images of 
the exhibition beyond the exhibition space itself. 
While by convention galleries quickly photo-
graph exhibitions (in order to capitalize their 
contents in as many and as far-flung locations as 
possible), the primary images broadcast beyond 
the physical confines of this exhibition were 
those made by a thermal camera located in one 
corner of the gallery, live-streamed via the Wattis’ 
website. The thermal camera does not produce 
“photographic” images since it bypasses the visual 
spectrum of light altogether, registering radiation 

exclusively. Thus what passes for a photographic 
representation is in fact no such thing. Rather, it 
is a re-presentation of relations of temperature 
difference as spatial relations, in a symbolically 
organized description: white heat cools to yellow, 
orange, red, cools further into blues and violets, 
all mapped over a standard perspectival descrip-
tion of space.

In “The Art of Describing,” Svetlana Alpers’s 
project was to correct the false imposition of the 
hegemonic models of art history (those developed 
to explain the symbolic, iconographic, and nar-
rative logic of Italian art) upon the conspicuously 
optical mode of knowing and representing the 
world in the emergent Dutch landscape and still 
life traditions of the seventeenth century. Apply-
ing Alpers’s argument might seem nonsensical 
at first, given that Lewitt’s exhibition represents 
something like the dusk of the optical image. Yet 
its relevance derives from the fact that Alpers 
does not champion one tradition of pictorial 
analysis over another, but describes the historical 
emergence of their conflict: a point that turns not 

“Sam Lewitt: More Heat Than Light,” CCA Wattis Institute for Contemporary Arts, San Francisco, 2015, installation view  
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just on information optically recoverable from the 
artworks themselves, but equally on the sub-
stantive shift in the market form of distribution, 
exchange, and consumption for Dutch art. Alpers 
elaborated on the claim that Dutch art “adds 
actual viewing experience to the artificial per-
spective system of the Italians” by clarifying that 
the viewing experience was not one grounded in 
nature but a highly technologically mediated one. 
Lewitt’s regulation of conventional documenta-
tion is attenuated by the two photographic details 
he selected for active circulation (that effectively 
function like re-descriptions of the thermal 
images of the exhibition), and the exhibition title 
itself is rendered in a conspicuously ornate font 
designed for the show; meanwhile, the .mov file 
playing on the website is also less a documenta-
tion of an artwork than an operational image in 
Farocki’s sense, an image that goes to work rather 
than shows a work.

In a lecture on Hanne Darboven, Lewitt 
observed that the difficulties Darboven’s work 
presents to the task of description are not inci-

dental but immanent to the construction (or 
impossibility) of a point of view. Lewitt described 
the experience of attempting to subjectively enter 
Darboven’s “Kulturgeschichte: 1880–1983” as 
producing “the distinct feeling of what I can only 
call defensive fatigue. The sort of strange psychic 
enervation that is pleated with both excitement 
and anxiety, an anticipatory resistance that I can 
relate perhaps to a primitive reflex for self-pres-
ervation. This usually occurs in front of phenom-
ena that I know are simply too interesting to deal with.” I 
would argue that Lewitt shows what happens in 
art when the seeing/knowing amalgam of Dutch 
art is utterly imbricated in its insensible economic 
conditions of possibility rather than floated on 
it (and Nathan Brown, who presented an early 
version of his Mute article “The Distribution of the 
Insensible” at a conference organized by Lewitt, 
offers a compelling structure for this analy-
sis). I would only add that if ekphrasis should be 
understood as the activity that not only attempts 
to exhaust its object in a mimetic doubling, but 
makes the activity of description itself seen in what 
it shows, then Lewitt’s project can be understood 
as a return to the full complexity of a rigorous, 
non-positivistic descriptive activity, in conditions 
so utterly heated by the insensible, that fatigue 
and interest have become virtually indissociable.
GARETH JAMES

“Sam Lewitt: More Heat Than Light,” CCA Wattis Institute for 
Contemporary Arts, San Francisco, September 10–November 
21, 2015.

“Sam Lewitt: More Heat Than Light,” CCA Wattis Institute for  

Contemporary Arts, San Francisco, 2015, installation view  
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Sam Lewitt

Material production and 
the march of history
—
by Joseph Akel

I N  F O C U S

Listening to the artist Sam Lewitt 
discuss his work is like hearing 
an abridged history of Marxist 
philosophy. Of course, the heady 
revolutionary claims of Karl Marx’s 
writings present an alluring 
worldview that has been adopted 
by several generations of artists 
and continues to be professed 
today – albeit with varying degrees 
of sincerity and intellectual acuity. 
However, Lewitt’s sculptures 
and installation works – noted for 
their use of industrial-grade 
materials and machinery – engage 
with dialectical materialism in 
a manner that is anything but 
lazily Marxist.

Early indicators of Lewitt’s 
interest in exploring the interplay 
between material production and 
the march of history were evident 
at his fi rst solo exhibition with the 
New York-based Miguel Abreu 
Gallery in 2007. Its title, ‘Patience 
… Fortitude’, was a nod to names 
of the two stone lions that flank 
the entrance to the famous 42nd 
Street New York Public Library, 
and the show included a series of 
eight, Mylar-covered dust jackets 
for fi ctitious books mounted to 
the gallery wall. Among the fabri-
cated covers, none of which had 
any authorial attribution, was one 
titled A.D. (The World Within) 
(2006), which depicts a nautilus 
shell alongside the subheading ‘an 
indwelling thing’. This is a subtle 
nod to Georg Hegel’s 1824 Lectures 
on the Philosophy of Religion, in 
which the philosopher discussed 
the idea of the ‘indwelling’ spirit 
and faith as a form of knowledge. 
By linking imagined literary 
works to the public library – 
a real-life archive – Lewitt critiques 
the certitude of institutional 
forms through which knowledge 
is disseminated.

Lewitt’s 2008 exhibition at 
Miguel Abreu, ‘I hereby promise … 
etc.’, continued to examine 
networks invested in the dissemi-
nation of information and capital, 
with a commentary upon mone-
tary valuation. Art Should be … 
etc. Part 1 (2008) comprised two 
coins labelled as ‘Antique Gold’ 
that were, in fact, cheap brass alloy. 
Featuring the profi le of a roaring 
lion, the coins were inscribed with 
Latin legends: res ipsa loquitur (‘the 
thing itself speaks’) and Tertium 
comparationis (‘the third [part] of 
a comparison’). Referencing 
Nixon’s controversial 1971 reversal 
of the US’s adherence to a gold-
based global currency exchange, 
Lewitt wanted to highlight 
how objects gain value, in his 
own words, ‘through a series of 
ideological impositions’.

If currency is one device 
Lewitt has used as a means to 
play with notions of ideolog-
ical dissemination, his 2011 show, 
‘0110_Universal-City_1010’, at 
Berlin’s Galerie Daniel Buchholz, 
utilized antiquated printing-
press equipment to continue 
this investigation. In a series of 
large-scale chromogenic prints 
mounted on aluminium, ‘Paper 
Citizens’ (2010), Lewitt photo-
graphed individual components 
of letterpress technology – 
typefaces, steel frames, locking 
elements – then, adopting an 
accretive photo-collage process, 
he methodically created a single 
photographic image of a printing 
plate set against a white back-
ground. Quoting from historical 
tracts discussing novel inven-
tions, among them an Ancient 
Egyptian steam engine, what 
might appear to be a playful rumi-
nation on the interplay between 
archaic and digital technologies 
is, in fact, a complex meditation 
upon the ‘constructed’ nature of 
literacy itself. And, for Lewitt, as 
for Michel Foucault in The Order 
of Things (1970), the regulated 
system of letterset type represents 
a more effi  cient way of classifying 
the world.

Lewitt’s recent works 
continue to incorporate the 
industrial techniques and 
materials that underpin the 
capital system of which he 
is critical. His 2012 Whitney 
Biennial installation, Fluid 
Employment, included Ferrofl uid, 
a NASA-developed lubricant 
now used in everything from 
computer engineering to military 
aviation. Spread across a section 
of the gallery fl oor, the viscous 
fl uid – which contains ferromag-
netic particles – shifted between 
solid and colloidal states, alter-
nately repelled and pushed by 
a series of magnets and fans. 
For Lewitt, the protean char-
acter of Ferrofl uid is analogous 
to the porous boundary Marx 
saw between the material and 
immaterial attribution of value.

For his 2014 show, ‘Casual 
Encounters’, at Miguel Abreu, 
Lewitt mounted large, copper-
clad plastic sculptural installa-
tions, similar to those which had 
appeared in the 2012 group show, 
‘and Materials and Money and 
Crisis’, which he co-organized 
with Richard Birkett at Vienna’s 
MUMOK. In Weak Local Split 
Decision Lineament (2014), Lewitt 
programmed a milling machine 
to etch circuit-like forms into 
the surface of the copper. 
With Regrettable Tool (2014), the 1
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Lineament can be said to be 
representative of the channels that 
regulate streams of information, 
his algorithm envisions the gallery 
as its own circuit, one in which the 
audience is to be similarly guided. 
Lewitt’s viewer, much like data 
being channelled, finds movement  
in the world restricted by the mate-
rial forms that he has come to 
depend on. Man is the measure of 
all things, indeed.

Joseph Akel is a writer based in 
New York and San Francisco, 
USA. He is currently a PhD candi-
date in the Rhetoric Department 

of the University of California, 
Berkeley, USA.

Sam Lewitt lives and works in 
Brooklyn, USA. His recent solo 
exhibitions include ‘Casual 
Encounters’ at Miguel Abreu 
Gallery, New York, which closed 
in January, and ‘Scorched 
Earth: Second Salvage’ at the 
Leopold-Hoesch-Museum in 
Düren, Germany, which closed in 
February. Works by Lewitt are 
included in several public collec-
tions, among them the Whitney 
Museum and The Museum of 
Modern Art, New York.

Lewitt’s work continues to incorporate the industrial techniques that  
underpin the capital system of which he is critical.

hanging shredded remnants of 
unsuccessful attempts at computer- 
controlled milling recalled Richard 
Serra’s early sculpture Belts (1966–
67), a series of mounted sinuous 
loops of vulcanized rubber and 
incandescent neon tubing. 

Meanwhile, at the entrance of 
the gallery, an animation using  
an algorithm favoured by architects  
to correlate the design of interior 
spaces to the predicted movements 
of future occupants, mapped the 
ideal vantage points for viewing 
works throughout the gallery. If 
the circuits Lewitt depicts in works 
such as Weak Local Split Decision 

1
Weak Local Lineament  

(ICF 03), 2013, etching on copper- 
clad plastic, steel brackets,  

etching: 322 × 50 cm; brackets:  
2 × 15 cm

2
‘Casual Encounters’,  

2014, installation view at Miguel  
Abreu Gallery

Courtesy 
1 the artist, Miguel Abreu  

Gallery, New York, and Galerie Buchholz, 
%HUOLQ�DQG�&RORJQH�Ť� 

2 the artist, Miguel Abreu Gallery,  
New York

2
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
  
Exhibition: Sam Lewitt 

C a s u a l  E n c o u n t e r s  
 

Dates:    November 9, 2014 – January 11, 2015  
  

Reception: Sunday, November 9, 6 – 8PM 
 
Miguel Abreu Gallery is pleased to announce the opening, on Sunday, November 9th, of Casual Encounters, Sam 
Lewitt’s fourth solo exhibition at the gallery.  
 

Casual Encounters treats the floorplan of 88 Eldridge Street as a diagram of circulation. On display are plastic backed 
copper sheets used in flexible electronic circuit manufacturing. These sheets are milled with coarse material 
executions of an algorithm that plots a path within an architectural drafting program between optimal viewpoints 
into the gallery’s every room. Lewitt uses this excessively rationalized navigation of the site of exhibition as a 
starting point.  
 

The kind of algorithm used to chart the space—visible in an animation on the gallery’s webpage—is commonly 
deployed to analyze and enhance spatial logistics and motion planning in architecture, urban environments, first 
person shooter games, and emergency management. In the series of Weak Local Lineaments on view, this type of 
spatial modeling and its planning of smooth perfect paths materializes into collapsed sinews and abraded arteries. 
The surfaces of these works result from the indelicate milling of thin-skinned supports with a CNC router not 
sensitive enough to perfectly separate the layers of bonded materials into which it cuts.  
 

The Screen Test Lineaments featured on the gallery walls consist of panels of acid etched point grids derived from LED 
backlighting arrays. These works result from freezing their process of manufacture at varying points of unfinish. 
Matrices intended to send a blast of light through attention grabbing images and text are left vulnerable to the 
oxidizing and corrosive effects of open air exposure, letting in some local color to their unprotected surfaces.  
 

Installed in the gallery’s original location at 36 Orchard Street are a series of  Stored Value Field Separators, 
works comprised of surplus magnet platters taken from hard drives during the process of their destruction in e-
waste processing facilities. For these works, stored value cards, such as loyalty and credit cards, were collected from 
various people involved in inviting Lewitt to participate in exhibitions (including the artist himself), and inserted 
into the segments of the stacks. The magnetic-media in the cards used to transmit user data is made inaccessible by 
the adjacent magnetic forces radiating from the hard drives, creating a feedback loop of energies based on 
cancelling and erasure rather than storage and transmission.  
 

Sam Lewitt was born in Los Angeles in 1981. He completed the Whitney Independent Study Program in 2005 after receiving his 
BFA from the School of Visual Arts in 2004. Most recently, he co-organized and was included in the exhibition and Materials and 
Money and Crisis with Richard Birkett at the MUMOK (Vienna) and drunken walks/cliché/corrosion fatigue/ebay at 
Miguel Abreu Gallery. His work “Fluid Employment” was included in the 2012 Whitney Biennial. Solo exhibitions dedicated to his 
work includes International Corrosion Fatigue, (Galerie Buchholz, Cologne, 2013), 0110_Universal-City_1010 (Galerie 
Buchholz, Berlin, 2011), Total Immersion Environment (Miguel Abreu Gallery, 2011), and From A to Z and Back (Galleria 
Franco Soffiantino, Turin, 2009). His work has also appeared in exhibitions at Fridericianum, David Roberts Art Foundation, 
White Columns, Sculpture Center, P.S.1 Contemporary Art Center, Artists Space, the Swiss Institute, David Zwirner, Elizabeth Dee 
Gallery, and Andrew Roth Gallery. Lewitt’s forthcoming solo exhibition Verbrannte Erde: Second Salvage, organized by the 
Kunststiftung NRW as part of Project 25/25/25, will be on view from December 7, 2014 – February 15, 2015 at the Leopold-
Hoesch-Museum, in Düren, Germany. Lewitt’s solo exhibition at CCA Wattis Institute in San Francisco opens in September 2015. 
 

For more information or for visuals, please contact the gallery. 
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Neo-Conceptual Process-Revival: Sam
Lewitt·s ¶Casual Encounters·
by Thomas Micchelli on November 29, 2014

etching on copper-clad plastic, photo-lacquer, asphaltum, steel bracket, 96 x 20 x 4 inches (all photos by
the author for Hyperallergic)

Sam Lewitt is a young artist in a hurry. He was barely out of his twenties when he scored the
2012 Whitney Biennial, and right now he is filling both outlets of the Miguel Abreu Gallery —
the modest space on Orchard Street and the immodest one on Eldridge. The two, very different
presentations comprise his fourth solo at Abreu and his first in New York since the Biennial.

Lewitt·s installation at the Whitney, “Fluid Employment” (2012) — which I described at the time
as “a whimsically repulsive floor sculpture” — felt “funky and new” while harking back
“to Process Art and the BP oil disaster.”

The installation consisted of rectangular plastic tarps covered in ferromagnetic liquid, with
magnets to hold particulates in place and electric fans to disperse them. The Biennial·s online
blurb about the work quotes the artist as saying that he wanted “Fluid Employment” to “put
constellations of graphic and plastic material into motion around subjects that resist
representation.”

As difficult as that might be to visualize, it·s a pretty good summation of his current show, which
goes under the title Casual Encounters. The more convincing, or at least the more readily
graspable, of the two parts is found on Orchard Street, where Lewitt is presenting a series of
four wall-mounted sculptures called Stored Value Field Separators, which were made in 2013
and 2014, and two etchings from this year that also come from a series, Weak Local
Lineaments.

The sculptures, three vertical and one horizontal, are made out of debit and credit cards
sandwiched between surplus hard drive magnets, some of which are covered in translucent or
black thermal plastic. The setup therefore renders the magnetic information strip on the cards
“inaccessible,” according to the exhibition·s press release, “by the adjacent magnetic forces
radiating from the hard drives, creating a feedback loop of energies based on canceling and
erasure rather than storage and transmission.”
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four wall-mounted sculptures called Stored Value Field Separators, which were made in 2013
and 2014, and two etchings from this year that also come from a series, Weak Local
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The sculptures, three vertical and one horizontal, are made out of debit and credit cards
sandwiched between surplus hard drive magnets, some of which are covered in translucent or
black thermal plastic. The setup therefore renders the magnetic information strip on the cards
“inaccessible,” according to the exhibition·s press release, “by the adjacent magnetic forces
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erasure rather than storage and transmission.”

Sam Lewitt, “Weak Local Left Turn Lineament”
(2014), milled copper-clad plastic, polyester stiffener,
blind assembly nuts; 100 x 48 inches

There is a certain satisfaction, even a poetic justice, about this interaction, with the forces of
capitalism — albeit on a compact, individualized level — held in check by essential pieces of
the information machines that ordinarily grease the world economy·s wheels. Politics aside,
these sculptures, like 2012·s “Fluid Employment,” are uncomfortably, uncommonly beautiful.
The gleaming stainless steel elements screwed to the wall in a thin, solid line suggest spindly
vertebrae (the information centers of living machines) or spindly cellphone towers (the nuclei of
21st-century interconnectivity).

At first glance the sculptures are striking in their gleaming, robotic perfection, but the longer you
look, the more defects emerge — components jammed in at odd angles; bolts, screws and
other bits of loose hardware trapped under the translucent plastic — not to mention the
intrusion of the cards· graphics onto an otherwise abstract object, recalling the way Ashley
Bickerton used to slap corporate logos on Minimalist aluminum boxes back in the eighties.

These complications enrich and enliven the experience of looking at the sculptures, moving
them past their conceptual base into arenas of imaginative play. The etchings, which are done
on copper-clad plastic, the kind used to make flexible electronic circuits, are imprinted with a
scanned image of a molted copperhead snakeskin; the purple plastic coating is removed to
delineate the snake·s shape, leaving tessellated segments of exposed copper, which is
lacquered or oxidized in some areas, leaving muted patches of off-white and green-gray.
Sam Lewitt, “Stored Value Field Separator (svfs 23)” (2014), surplus hard drive magnets, stored value
cards, thermal plastic; 72 x 3 1/2 x 2 inches

Beyond the copper/copperhead pun and the techie gloss of their material origins, these scroll-
like works, hanging off the wall on metal brackets and weighted at the bottom, are shimmering,
Edo-inflected quasi-abstractions that resist the idea of sensuousness yet ultimately succumb to
it. Their hard-edged, plasticky shapes feel almost grating in their purple-and-copper settings,
but the cumulative effect is sinuously alive, a paradox for something that is doubly dead — an
industrial material bearing the image of a snake·s sloughed-off skin.

If only this kind of layered complexity carried over to Abreu·s sprawling upper-story space on
Eldridge Street, where the major portion of the exhibition is installed. This section left me
perplexed and more than a little troubled, which is perhaps a good thing. But for an artist who
has elsewhere seemed able to occupy several positions at once, from the purely material to the
metaphorically political, the works in this piece of the show were oddly remote.

These variously conceived and executed objects continue Lewitt·s Neo-Conceptual, Process-
Revivalist explorations, pushing outward with his technological applications, developing —
again from the press release — “an algorithm that plots a path within an architectural drafting
program between optimal viewpoints into the gallery·s every room. Lewitt uses this excessively
rationalized navigation of the site of exhibition as a starting point.”



The algorithm, the statement goes on to say, “is commonly deployed to analyze and enhance
spatial logistics and motion planning in architecture, urban environments, first person shooter
games, and emergency management.”

And while the large-scale copper sheets cut with a computer-controlled CNC router, such as
“Weak Local Split Decision Lineament” and “Weak Local Lineament of an Un-straight Gait”
(both 2014), contain what looks like the gallery floor plan, these pieces are curiously inert,
making the reliance on programming seem beside the point. Several of the other, livelier works
in the show feel driven not by algorithms but by the arc of recent art history, gathering what they
need from the past to fuel their march forward. There are four reliefs made from curled and
dangling copper-clad plastic that brought to mind the wall-mounted painted sculptures of 78-
year-old Frank Stella, and a floor piece that evoked 75-year-old Richard Serra·s rolled lead
works from the 1960s.

Another series called Screen Test Lineaments (2014), which combines industrial materials and
oxidation processes, is at once the most successful and the most unsettling. By exposing
panels of acid-etched grids based on LED backlighting arrays to atmospheric corrosion for
differing spans of time, the artist has allowed the surfaces to change in whole or in part into a
range of colors, from black to blue to polished copper. This results in gorgeously variegated
colors along the borders of the grids and within their reflective surfaces.

But the unrelenting regularity of the narrow vertical panels arranged in horizontal rows,
exacerbated by the profusion of gridded copper dots, suggest a uniform imperviousness
beneath the discolored skin — an inflexible logic that barely cracks the door open for Dionysus
— unlike the Biennial installation or the works on Orchard, which simultaneously invite chaos
into the proceedings and contain it with a palpable tension.

Perhaps these works are meant to be oppressive and alienating in response to the social and
political environment that engendered them. And perhaps the progression of authoritarian
rationality, embodied in “spatial logistics and motion planning,” is simply the point of the show.
But elsewhere this prodigiously inventive artist has shown a knack for uncovering the cracks in
an ironclad methodology, be it capitalism or a magnetic field, and perhaps his next set of works
will mix it up a little more and sow a few extra seeds of anarchy.

Sam Lewitt: Casual Encounters continues at both locations of the Miguel Abreu Gallery (36
Orchard Street and 88 Eldridge Street, Lower East Side, Manhattan) through January 11, 2015.
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SAM 
LEWITT

IN THE
STUDIO

Interview by Courtney Fiske
Studio photography by Charlotte de Mezamat

COURTNEY 
FISKE is a writer 
based in New York.

COMING SOON 
a commissioned 
work at the 
Leopold-Hoesch-
Museum, Düren, 
Germany on view 
beginning in June.
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ON AN ORDINARY DAY in March 2012, Sam Lewitt 
drove up the New Jersey Turnpike. His destination was 
Mahwah, N.J., a pleasantly suburban town, all greenery and 
backyard swimming pools. Somewhere off Route 17,  
Lewitt turned left to reach the New York Stock Exchange 
Euronext’s U.S. Liquidity Center, a 400,000-square-foot 
concrete structure opened just two years prior. Windowless  
and uninviting, the Liquidity Center processes many of  
Wall Street’s high-frequency trades: an automated exchange, 
exemplary of finance capitalism, in which complex deriva-
tives and securities are bought and sold in a matter of 
microseconds. Lewitt had come with his camera and a vague 
premonition. While skirting the Center’s periphery on an 
ostensibly public sidewalk, he was apprehended, his photo-
graphs forcibly erased. A week or so later, agents from the 
FBI’s Joint Terrorism Task Forces searched his library.

Hear Lewitt’s account, and it’s hard not to feel a little bit 
paranoid. Publicly available images of the Liquidity Center 
depict rack after rack of servers, their uniform black cases 
heightening the viewer’s sense of how much activity remains 
unseen. In the digital era, one familiar narrative goes, every-
thing has turned into abstract dataflows, their immateriality 
symptomatic of deeper, more insidious networks of control 
that elude conceptual grasp. Yet, at a moment when materials 
are said to have evanesced into so much informational flux, 
here we have it: a fortress of computers and cooling systems, 
flanked by suburban sprawl. Materiality isn’t gone, Lewitt’s 
story reminds us: it’s just been made peripheral, harder to see.

Lewitt’s work attempts to rethink materiality at the 
moment of its ostensible eclipse. His piece for the 2012 
Whitney Biennial, Fluid Employment, was composed largely 
of ferrofluid—a solution of ferric nanoparticles and a 
solvent—large amounts of which Lewitt dispersed on plastic 
tarps. The viscous fluid appeared to slip between liquid and 
solid states as it was alternately attracted to and repulsed by 
magnetic fields generated by an assortment of hard drives 
and credit cards also scattered on the tarps. Developed 
by NASA in the late 1960s, ferrofluid is a substance with 
Cold War roots and many contemporary applications. For 
example, it suffuses the interiors of consumer electronics, 
eliminating friction between moving parts and sealing off 
sensitive components from external debris. Opened to the 
environment, however, ferrofluid congeals in bronze-brown 
secretions. Exposure leads, inevitably, to breakdown.

Lewitt’s oeuvre is intentionally delimited. As he says, 
he doesn’t make things “just to make them.” His concep-
tual precision lends itself to a near surgical analysis of the 
contemporary techno-economic landscape. Tautological 
systems and recursive structures are Lewitt’s persistent 
concerns. A recent group show at the Museum Moderner 
Kunst (MUMOK) in Vienna, “and Materials and Money 
and Crisis,” cast him in the role of both artist and exhibi-
tion organizer. Conceived collaboratively with Artists 
Space curator Richard Birkett, the show evolved out of a 
2012 symposium at the New York institution that lingered 
on the strangeness of finance capitalism’s program of 

View of Sam 
Lewitt ’s 
installation Fluid 
Employment, 2012, 
ferromagnetic 
liquid poured 
over plastic 
sheets, magnetic 
elements, fans and 
mixed mediums, 
dimensions 
variable. 

All images, unless 
otherwise noted, 
courtesy Miguel 
Abreu Gallery, 
New York.
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begins to break down. I’m interested in that displacement: 
in how, by showing the thing that lubricates the system, the 
system starts to stutter and fail.

FISKE  Right, ferrofluid is volatile; it evaporates. You 
had to refresh Fluid Employment over the course of the exhi-
bition. On many levels, then, you could say that the work is 
pulled between a material and an immaterial condition. 

LEWITT  The opposition between the materiality 
of things and the immateriality of technical or conceptual 
structures seems to me entirely false. It was already in 
the mid-19th century that Marx described how, from the 
vantage point of exchange value, a commodity contains 
not an atom of matter, but, when viewed from the position 
of use value, it thickens into something coarsely sensuous. 
The material and the immaterial are integrally bound, but 
they don’t add up to a whole. They’re constantly operating 
against one another. There’s no final scission, no final cut. 
Their relationship has to be constantly renegotiated.

Their distinction reduces to the fact that some 
processes are sensible while others are not sensible, or 
can only be sensed through their effects. Rethinking 
materiality and immateriality in terms of sensibility and 
insensibility seems particularly apt to our moment, when 
sensory experiences are increasingly mediated by insensi-
ble technological processes. For example, my friend has a 
car that unlocks when you touch its handle. It senses that 
the key is in your pocket. And so it enacts a fantasy of 
immediate sensory accessibility, which nonetheless hinges 
on an extremely complex set of technical operations. I’d 
like to try and unfold those relays between sensory experi-
ence and technics. It ’s a challenge to approach a project in 
that way, to consider how insensibility might become part 
of an artwork. 

An insensible art was suggested by Duchamp when  
he proposed the readymade as an anesthetic object.  
But I like the idea that anesthesia can apply to models 
that are conceptually unresolved, that contain something 
incommensurable to the concepts intended to provide 
entry into them, which seems to me a deeply non- 
Duchampian notion. 

FISKE  Insensibility is also an issue in Weak Local 
Lineaments (2013). Installed at MUMOK, that work intro-
duced shifting constellations of light in the gallery space. It 
materialized an atmospheric condition.

LEWITT  I like the idea that an artwork can deter-
mine its site: really structure it and not just aesthetically 
activate it. It ’s something that I’ve been trying to figure out 
in terms of “weak locality,” as opposed to site-specificity on 
the one hand and hypothetical autonomy on the other. The 
concept comes from physics, where it describes diffusive 
movements of matter that serve to correct disorders within 
a given system.

Upon visiting MUMOK, I learned that many of its win-
dows had been covered over in order to maintain unchanging 
internal light conditions: the steady fluorescent glow of the 
white cube. At the time, I’d been working with Pyralux, a 

profits without production and its meaning for art. The 
accompanying publication pairs a study of finance’s new 
media with meditations on artistic materiality under 
advanced capitalism. It is thorny theoretical terrain to navi-
gate, but Lewitt does it with agility, taking the neither-nor 
logic of ferrofluid as his structuring paradigm. 

Lewitt and I spoke on a February afternoon at his stu-
dio, an airy, book-lined room in Williamsburg, Brooklyn. 

COURTNEY FISKE  One of the reasons your work 
interests me is that it pressures the notion of medium. You 
could say that the primary medium of Fluid Employment is 
ferrofluid, a substance whose materiality is adamant, even 
excessive. Yet you’ve also written about and discussed the 
work in highly abstract terms,. How were you thinking 
through the question of medium in this work?  

SAM LEWITT  In that piece, medium becomes 
more an event than a material structure. It ’s something 
that occurs in a sort of feedback loop between the material 
presence of the ferrofluid and the force of the discourses 
and ideologies that circulate around it. It ’s a different 
kind of feedback than that effected by modernist paint-
ing where, at least in one version, the recursive process of 
self-criticism occurs in the reduction of a material structure 
to its essence. I’m interested in pulling something out of a 
structured organization of interrelating parts, rather than 
reducing it to some essential moment.

FISKE  In the accompanying wall text, you described 
ferrofluid as a “liquid workforce.” The piece posits self-
organization as a form of labor. What kind of work is it 
performing?

LEWITT  In its commercial use, ferrofluid is a mate-
rial that produces hermetic seals. Sliding between elements 
in a closed structure, it eliminates friction. But when that 
structure is opened and ferrofluid is exposed to air, it 
begins to ossify. The moment it offers itself to vision, it 

Art should be . . . etc. 
(detail) 2008, two 
brass alloy coins, 
each 1½ inches in 
diameter. 

Opposite, 
Lewitt ’s studio, 
Brooklyn.
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standard and the attendant idea that value must be materi-
ally rooted. That logic is unsettled by the multipart work 
Art should be . . . etc. (2008), which includes two golden 
coins that are not gold at all but a cheap brass alloy. The 
material that’s supposed to shore up value is, in actuality, a 
worthless thing. 

LEWITT  In that work I wanted to build a relation 
between objects whose value arises through a series of 
ideological impositions. The gold standard, as an obsolete 
measure of equivalence, seemed productive for teasing out 
that process. Gold was designated by the U.S. treasury in 
the late 19th century as that material which could serve 
a universal valorizing function. Yet gold, of course, has 
an extremely particular material history. The way that 
gold’s universality emerged hinged on that particularity, 
which was then canceled in its elevation to the status of a 
universal. Meaning ended up, in this almost looped way, 
supervening upon an otherwise senseless structure, occlud-
ing at the same time that it organized. It arose through a 
process of deferral that presented itself as stable. Part of 
what I wanted from that work was to upset the appearance 
of stability, to let meaning be as precarious as it is.

FISKE  I like how you phrased that: the gold standard 
enacts the fantasy of an ultimate ground, yet its meaning is 
always postponed.

LEWITT  That’s what self-valorizing value does: it 
attempts, ever unsuccessfully, to be its own justification. Its 
value derives from the way that it asks for a certain kind of 
faith, which often takes the form of a linguistic act. It congeals 
not through a belief held by any one individual but through 
everyday practices of exchange. One of the pieces in Art should 
be . . . etc. was a digital C-print of the MGM logo reduced to 
the ring of celluloid bearing the inscription “Ars Gratia Artis.” 
It’s an absurd use of Latin to express the idea that the artwork 
exists for itself: “Art for art’s sake.” I was thinking at the time 
about Jack Goldstein’s MGM film [Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 
1975] and the way that it presents a closed, looping stasis. I 
love that film, but it also ends up confirming what the MGM 
logo declares, in that it serves to justify itself. 

The crisis was also on my mind: how mortgage 
contracts were signed that could not be backed by the 
signatures, and how that was at once engineered and 
exacerbated by the Ponzi scheme of finance capitalism, 
where speculation is hedged by further speculation. I 
wanted to throw that loop further into doubt, to attend to 
its recursivity in such a way that its logic takes a material 
detour. It cuts to the way the photograph was produced: 
rather than simply appropriate the logo, I reconstituted 
it in celluloid across a series of maquettes, as it ’s impos-
sible to produce certain of its curves with a continuous 
strip of film. I spray-painted the maquettes gold and let 
them collect dust in my studio. I then photographed them 
with a macro lens and composited them. Rather than a 
static, stable loop, the result is a highly constructed sign 
which implies both its own impossibility and its own 
obsolescence.

copper-and-plastic composite used to line circuit boards. The 
width of the standard Pyralux laminate I was using happened 
to match the width of the windows. The sheer contingency 
of the way that the two widths aligned seemed to me like the 
opposite of site-specificity, yet the work remains heavily sited. 
By uncovering several of the museum’s windows and screening 
them with Pyralux, I wanted to create a material relation-
ship that collapses two different organizational logics. Their 
coincidence becomes determining.

FISKE  “Lineament” is an obscure word but a key one 
in art and architecture theory. In On the Art of Building 
[ca. 1452], Alberti describes architecture as the balance 
between lineaments and matter, with the former being the 
product of thought and the latter of nature.

LEWITT  A lineament is also defined as the outline of 
something, its bounding edge. William Blake used the term 
in the 19th century to argue that good drawing consists of 
objects bound by strong contours. It ’s the outline, he posits, 
that precipitates forms out of the flux of bodies, language 
and other phenomena that confront us in nature. The lin-
eament, in his formulation, becomes an infinitely attenuate 
line that describes the space between form and formless-
ness: between the sensible and the insensible. 

FISKE  I want to turn to your 2008 show at Miguel 
Abreu, “I hereby promise . . . etc.,” which takes on the gold 

This spread, 
two views of the 
installation Weak 
Local Lineaments 
(E2, E3, E4), 
2013, eight 
photolithographic 
etchings on 
copper-clad plastic 
with steel brackets, 
dimensions variable.  
Courtesy Miguel 
Abreu and MUMOK, 
Vienna.
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composited digitally. The nature of printing as an impress 
required that the type be inverted, arranged from right to 
left across the frame. This resulted in saturated graphic 
fields that seem matter-of-fact yet yield all kinds of difficul-
ties when one attempts to decode them. 

FISKE  The letterpress, as you mentioned, operates 
through physical impression; in doing so, it enacts the 
logic of the index. We’ve been circling around the idea of 
a “crisis of criticality” in contemporary art: the notion that 
the eclipse of the medium, traditionally conceived, has 
robbed art of its primary task of self-criticism. The index 
has been positioned, in certain accounts of modernism, 
as a similarly legitimizing structure. Truth was thought 
to inhere in direct relationship between the signifier and 
the thing it signifies. That privileging of directness as 
truth relates back to the experience of sensory immediacy 
promised, albeit falsely, by your friend’s car. 

LEWITT  I feel like we’re very far today from believ-
ing that an index can confer truth value on an artwork. 
The indexical impulse seems to be mobilized now less as 
a structure of truth than as one of pathos. There’s a mood 
that’s indexed in the index. It’s a structure that has become 
almost consoling, and I’m not sure that I’m interested in an 
art that consoles me. The work that I like, I usually have a 
much more ambivalent relationship to. 

FISKE  So an “owl of Minerva” argument—the idea 
that a technology acquires an intensely utopian dimension 
at the moment of obsolescence—doesn’t motivate your use 
of outmoded technologies like letterpress or coinage? 

LEWITT  I mean, I love the idea, but I don’t think 
there’s any guarantee that by engaging obsolescence the 
work will release some latent utopian spirit. Finding the 
marginalized tchotchke that can be immediately redeemed 
as an expression of utopian desire: there’s a crypto-Sur-
realism there that I’m not terribly interested in pursuing. 
Perhaps it’s an idea that has been elaborated to the point of 
simply becoming a sign for itself, a boilerplate press-release 
version of a more complex argument. Once it becomes a 
recognizable component of aesthetic discourse (or worse, a 
convention), I become skeptical that any sort of redemptive 
moment is possible.

FISKE  The owl of Minerva idea also seems to deny 
the way that old and new technologies relate in an almost 
dialectical fashion. They’re more entangled than a notion of 
redemption would imply.

LEWITT  At any given moment, different stages 
of technology coexist in relations that are both condition-
ing and contradictory. And so, in some sense, the computer 
monitor is organized around the same X-Y axis and  
place-value system as the letterpress. It ’s productive,  
I find, to bring those logics into contact with the contin-
gent perceptual properties that they occasion. I’d like to 
sustain a certain tension within the work among residual, 
dominant and emergent technologies, rather than rest 
assured that artworks can any longer serve as a refuge for 
the outmoded.    

FISKE  “Ars Gratia Artis” is a founding myth of 
modernism. It also, weirdly, speaks to the logic of finance 
capitalism, another system that constitutes itself tautologi-
cally. It ’s as if the abstruse mathematical equations that 
structure the market for financial instruments produce a 
reality that, in turn, validates the equations. The theory cre-
ates a reality which confirms the theory, at least until that 
circular logic implodes.

LEWITT  Some of the most convincing theories of 
finance (and the financiers knew this) are performative. 
Which is to say, these theories are peculiar operations 
that produce the phenomenon that they then regulate and 
control. Milton Friedman, who I believe to be ontologically 
evil, described economic theory as an engine that drives 
reality, rather than a camera that reflects it. That’s some-
thing that I was thinking about in that show and trying to 
short-circuit or somehow degrade. 

 I was recently in Germany, where I visited a small town 
called Düren. The architect Rudolf Schwarz built a church 
there, Annakirche, in the mid-1950s with the bricks from 
the bombed-out debris of the previous structure. Nested 
in its interior is a bay of glass windows that the facade 
obscures. I noticed that there were stained-glass pieces there 
that didn’t appear in any of the photographs that I had seen. 
Someone I met in Düren told me that, in fact, the original 
windows had imploded. The sun tended to be very hot as 
it shone through them while the church’s interior remained 
cool because of the bricks. The temperature differential 
caused the glass to contract, expand and eventually shatter. 
I’m interested in the possibility of materials and conceptual 
structures to break in on themselves. Not as auto-destruc-
tive art but through the idea that an artwork can interrupt 
its own logic. I think that’s a kind of goal, but one that can’t 
be wholly intentional. 

FISKE  I’d like to ask about your series of C-prints, 
“Paper Citizens” [2010-11], which digitally collage artifacts 
of letterpress technology. Each lock-up spells out a found 
text that deals with themes of technology and obsolescence, 
from early transistors to ancient attempts to harness steam.

LEWITT  That series came about more or less by 
accident. I happened to acquire all of this old letterpress 
equipment from a print shop in New York that was in  
the process of becoming a digital imaging center. Its  
transition from analog to digital technologies suggested 
not simply an attempt to keep up with the times but a 
shift in the grounds of literacy, which implied, in turn, a 
new kind of subject. The idea of the printing press and 
the model of public literacy that it advanced: that ’s the 
story of how the imagined community of the modern 
nation-state emerges. Through the letterpress, I became 
interested in the process by which a subject arises in 
confrontation with material structures that afford a sort 
of semantic friction. 

And so I worked with a commercial photographer to 
catalogue every item that I had retrieved—the type, the 
frames, the locking elements and so forth—which I then 

Paper Citizen 
4326, 2011, 
chromogenic 
print mounted on 
aluminum, 63⅜ by 
49¾ inches.
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“Geographies of Contamination”

THE DAVID ROBERTS ART FOUNDATION

Symes Mews

January 31–March 29

The David Roberts Art Foundation’s long, narrow spaces provide
the landscape in which this thought-filled and thoughtful
exhibition unfolds. Taking the idea of the world post-Internet—a
concept with much currency these days—as a jumping-off point,
the show is both curatorial practice and theoretical premise, both
an exhibition per se and a proposal on how to see our present
differently. This post-Internet reality is one in which the Web is a
banal aspect of life that we collectively accept. From there, the
infinite, image-populated online horizon provides an analog from
which to approach the body, biology, technology, thinking, and
artmaking. However, this is not a show about the virtual. It is very
much about form and materiality in our particular age. Hence,
notions of hybridity, porousness, and mutation that come from the
fluidity of life online poignantly infuse the works on view.

For example Nicolas Deshaynes’s vacuum-formed reliefs, Cramps, 2013, suggest inflated biomorphic forms—
bodily organs, to be precise. Meanwhile, in Sam Lewitt’s Stored Morality Field Separator (svfs 12), 2013, the bits
of credit and loyalty cards stuck in the information-storing materials of surplus hard-drive magnets look like
gangly Minimalist objects constructed from hardware-store parts. However it is David Douard’s So’ Suckle to
Mom and So’ Suckle to Gro, both 2014, that best encapsulate the exhibition’s multipronged ambitions. First,
Douard’s piece is two works combined into one assemblage for this event, and second, it’s a formless sculptural
installation—partly on wheels, made predominately with found wood, but also including an improvised fountain,
a flat screen playing an animation, a toy, and two of the foundation’s chairs placed to the side.

— Sherman Sam

View of “Geographies of Contamination,”

2014.

All rights reserved. artforum.com is a registered trademark of Artforum International Magazine, New York, NY
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and Materials and Money and Crisis 
 

 

and Materials and Money and Crisis is a group exhibition that serves as an 

experimental proposition toward addressing the matter of capital as it exists in the 

artwork. Curated by New York–based curator Richard Birkett in dialogue with artist 

Sam Lewitt, the exhibition brings together the work of eleven artists, including new 

commissions and existing artworks reconstituted for mumok. Two different meanings 

of matter underlie the proposition put forward in the show. On the one hand, flows of 

material and money—and the crisis inducing disruption of those flows—can serve as 

subject matter for artworks. On the other hand, on a deeper level, the exhibition asks 

how the physical matter from which artworks are made relates to the dissociation of 

capital from production as realized in a financialized global economy. 

 

and Materials and Money and Crisis looks toward the work of artists who 

conceptualize unexpected ways in which this constellation of terms hangs together—

from the conversion of a gallery space into a climatic chamber and the use of 

unstable materials to the creation of algorithmically determined structures. The 

works in this exhibition attempt to capture technical supports and organizational 

systems in ways that enact breakdowns, intensify internal contradictions, stage 

accelerations and cessations of the idealized circulatory system of exchange. This 

may mean acting on or within the apparatuses that determine the artwork—the 

“hardware” and “software” of painting’s production and circulation; the negotiation 

between artist and curator; or the flexibility and constraints active in ordering cultural 

forms, such as mumok itself. The artwork is considered as a site of material 

equivalence—a volatile point of contact between physical and linguistic forces—put 

into effect within the accelerating time of capital’s increasingly insensible flows.  

 

The terms “materials,” “money,” and “crisis” function as markers of the historical 

period inaugurated by the dissolution of the gold standard in 1971, which was 

followed by the invention of complex financial instruments that have further 

intensified the abstraction of the exchange economy. Prices increasingly refer only to 

wagers on future prices, and monetary flows, released from the weight of external 

reference, have become inseparable from the seemingly inevitable spread of global 

turbulence. 

 

The exhibition seeks to emphasize how contingent, changeable, and unstable the 

definition of “material” is in a moment of crisis linked to dematerializing processes of 

speculation and derivation. Contemporary artistic culture is fully immersed in an 

expanded field of tools, conceptual strategies, and technical processes—the 

allowance of “whatever, however” in the institutional definition and material structure 

of the artwork. As capital flows through a financial system composed of pure media, 
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in which the materiality of price is emancipated from any even illusory reference to 

physical property, how might aspects of materialization within art be read as a 

response to crises in the process of establishing value? 

 

The exhibition at mumok features work by Terry Atkinson, Maria Eichhorn, Melanie 

Gilligan, Gareth James, Sam Lewitt, Henrik Olesen, Pratchaya Phinthong, R. H. 

Quaytman, Lucy Raven, Cheyney Thompson, and Emily Wardill.  

 

Works in the Exhibition 
Rather than being structured through rigorous adherence to a thematic, the artworks 

in and Materials and Money and Crisis are arranged as an experimental concatenation 

of positions. Admitting of oblique invention and indeterminacy alike, these works are 

made using a range of media, exploring the relations between instrumental logics 

and organizational structures both internal and external to the physical presence of 

the artwork.  

 

Sam Lewitt’s Weak Local Lineaments (2013) is made from Pyralux, a flexible copper-

based laminate used in electrical circuits. Strips of this material are etched with the 

image of a scalable matrix based on an LED array. These are positioned inside the 

building, in front of mumok’s slatlike windows, necessitating the removal of wall 

panels and the opening up of auxiliary spaces. Maria Eichhorn’s Meer. Salz. Wasser. 
Klima. Kammer. Nebel. Wolken. Luft. Staub. Atem. Küste. Brandung. Rauch. (Sea. 
Salt. Water. Climate. Chamber. Fog. Clouds. Air. Dust. Breath. Coast. Surf. Smoke) 
(1991) is premised, along similar lines, on an environmentally conditioned material 

presence. An exhibition space is filled with a salt-water fog generated by medical 

nebulizers, accompanied by a brochure detailing the health-giving properties of the 

mist. Both Lewitt’s and Eichhorn’s works act on the structural fabric of the museum 

building and at the same time throw a sideways light on the physical and symbolic 

regulations that organize the space of display.  

 

Terry Atkinson’s Grease Works are derived from drawings conceived twenty years 

ago by the former Art & Language member. These works also involve the deployment 

of an unstable material that continues to change once the work is installed. In this 

case the substance is axle grease, contained by floor-based troughs or thrust into 

the gaps within painting-like structures. R. H. Quaytman and Cheyney Thompson 

likewise proceed from the elemental hardware and software of painting and 

sculpture—traditional technical supports, materiality, production and distribution. 

They set in motion rigorous protocols for the production of their work. For instance, 

in Thompson’s Broken Volumes (2013), the application of a “random walk” 

algorithm, typically used in finance to evaluate stock options, generates stochastic 

sculptural forms through the multiplication of a concrete cube along a prescribed 

path.  
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In Give More Than You Take, an ongoing project by Pratchaya Phinthong begun in 

2010, a period of time the artist spent working on a berry farm in Sweden becomes 

the source for transpositions of value, for example in an instruction to the exhibition 

curator to present material in the gallery of equivalent weight to the amount of 

berries Phinthong picked. Gareth James and Henrik Olesen similarly make use of 

quotidian materials, actualizing processes of semiotic and physical exchange 

through contingent strategies of formalization, whereby novel material equivalences 

emerge. In theirs and Phinthong’s work, the mechanisms of production are related to 

the status of both the artwork and the artistic subject as constructed through 

institutional, social, and economic structures.  

 

Lucy Raven, Melanie Gilligan, and Emily Wardill work principally with the moving 

image, exploring the relations of production and the conventions of representation in 

television and cinema. Here, the process of visualizing crisis is embedded in the 

“dead labor” of filmic and televisual media, the adoption of documentary and 

narrative formats highlighting material and phenomenological processes of 

accumulation, quantification, and circulation. In Raven’s work, research into 

Hollywood’s outsourcing to Asia of the conversion of 2D films to 3D forensically 

exposes a conjunction of perceptual and economic forces employed toward the 

standardization of viewing experience.  

 

and Materials and Money and Crisis is curated by Richard Birkett, curator at Artists 

Space, New York, in dialogue with artist Sam Lewitt. The first public iteration of the 

ideas in the exhibition took place in a symposium held at Artists Space in April 2012, 

featuring artists, art and architecture historians, and economic and critical theorists.  

 

Curated by Richard Birkett. 

 

 

We would like the Erste Group, partner of mumok’s art education department, and our media partners 
Der Standard, Wien live, and Ö1. 



The mumok building, clad in basalt rock, is marked by slatlike windows on its facade, which were 
originally intended to provide natural light to the museum’s galleries and auxiliary spaces. Most, 
however, are not in use. Weak Local Lineaments, which is sited over level 2, 3, and 4, is constituted 
by eight copper-clad laminate panels placed inside the building in positions corresponding to these 
exterior windows. Some panels are mounted in front of already visible windows, while other panels 
mark the existence of a window hidden by a gallery wall, or involve modifi cations to the interior to 
expose a window that had previously been covered up. 

The Lineaments fold the logic of the materials with which they are manufactured back onto their 
conditions of display. They consist of etchings on Pyralux, a laminate used to manufacture ultra-thin 
fl exible circuit boards in optical electronic equipment such as cameras and scanners. Each panel 
is photolithographically printed and then etched to produce a continuous dot matrix based on that 
of high-capacity LED panels. The fl exibility of the material, enabling the production of circuit boards 
for constrained spaces of varying formats, is echoed in the panels’ mobility with regard to possible 
installation scenarios.

Scaled to fi t over mumok’s windows, the Lineaments receive shifting exposure to natural and 
regulated light, alluding to the backlit illumination of information by LED technology. The panels 
themselves show differentiated layers of fresh and corroded copper, the result of Lewitt’s stripping 
of the laminate with varying grades of aerosol degreaser, linking the scattering of light through a 
medium to corrosion and technical mediation. Their physicality performs basic functions of covering 
and revealing—an “on/off” schema that forms a gate logic. The choices that dictate the placement 
of the panels throw into relief the symbolic regulation that functionally determines the space of 
exhibition. 

If the mumok building itself is an example of the “black box” conditions that are necessary for 
the appearance of the “white cube”, the Lineaments delimit the inside of the space as one that is 
both open and homogeneous. In this way, the Lineaments are also affected by their immediate 
environmental situation, connecting concepts of fl exibility to physical forces of oxidization, a material 
vulnerability resulting from the exposure of their copper surfaces to air.

Sam Lewitt

Weak Local Lineaments (E2, E3, E4), 2013
Etchings in copper-clad plastic, steel brackets
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As T. J. Clark and other Marxist critics have argued, the thorny entwinement of modernity and
aesthetic praxis has, since the late-nineteenth century, preoccupied some of history’s most inventive
artists and intellectuals as they have sought ways to engage this nexus through their given craft.
Particularly urgent for curator Richard Birkett, who together with artist Sam Lewitt conceived of this
show, was the dematerialization of the art object beyond the physical specificity of its medium in an era
characterized by intensified economic abstraction and a growing separation between capital and the
means of production. Originating as a symposium at Artists Space that coincided with the Whitney
Biennial in 2012, this exhibition took various markers of financialization—among other events, the
elimination, in 1971, of gold as the standard that guaranteed the value of the US dollar and the

“and Materials and Money and Crisis”

Pratchaya Phinthong,
Give More Than You Take,
2010–13, mixed media,
dimensions variable. From
“and Materials and Money
and Crisis.”

links

Nuit Banai, “and Materials and Money and Crisis,” Artforum, March 2014, pp. 303-304

development, shortly after, of the Black-Scholes-Merton model for trading derivate investments—as
signaling an epistemic shift, a historical condition characterized by the instability of the exhibition’s
three operative terms: “materials” and “money” and “crisis.”

Though it is easy to quibble with this periodization—Yves Klein was performing a similar problematic in
his “l’Epoca Blu” (Blue Period) exhibition in Milan in 1957—Birkett and Lewitt’s project strikes an
important, if somewhat distant, note. The claim that structures of visualization internalize neoliberal
systems of exchange could pertain to countless contemporary artists, but a thought-provoking idea was
pursued here in examining how the constellation of materials, money, and crisis at once transforms the
visual economy employed by the grouping of artists in this show and is altered in turn. Such an
operation was evident in the exhibition’s most compelling contribution, Pratchaya Phinthong’s Give
More Than You Take, 2010–13, the artist’s two-month stint as a wild-berry picker in northern Sweden
during a time of strained relations between Thai workers and Swedish employers in 2010. To make the
work, Phinthong sent SMS updates regarding the amount of berries (measured by weight) he picked
each day to CAC Brétigny curator Pierre Bal-Blanc, who, reciprocally, had been asked to collect an
equivalent amount (by weight) of random objects in the vicinity of CAC, thereby transforming
Phinthong’s electronic labor data into tangible “artistic” forms. Three years later, Birkett was similarly
charged with assembling a collection of “useless” objects comparable in weight to Phinthong’s daily
berry yield. If the outsourcing of labor is not new, the paradigm here is, with the curators acting as both
proxies and cultural producers and the nominal artist functioning as both manager and employee. What
makes this transfer between contexts—the field of art and the field of berries—a critical gesture is
Phinthong’s simultaneous recasting of the procedures of “participatory” aesthetics and the way these
implicate current social structures in relation to categories of race and class.

Indeed, if at times the exhibition appeared like an idiosyncratic compilation of viewpoints by some
stellar artists (among them, R. H. Quaytman, Cheyney Thompson, Emily Wardill, and Lucy Raven)
rather than a precise mapping of models, one must also take into account the matter of location. In the
heart of the European Union, Vienna has long been a hub of refugees and migrants from the former
Yugoslavia, Eastern Europe, and the global South. It is hard to reconcile this specific backdrop of
racialization and racism, which is both rife in the current European discourse and—as Achille Mbembe
and Marina Gråinicä have demonstrated—at the crux of global capitalism, with the diffidence one feels
within the gallery. The connection between capitalist abstraction and the arbitrariness of life and death,
which is the basic condition of many refugees, is barely alluded to in these antiseptic museological
surroundings. Instead, what we see is a sequence of formal procedures that try to imbue the emptiness
of capitalist abstraction with formal transgression. The very node in which global capitalism’s political
ideology breeds and propagates unequal relations of power—abstraction and arbitrariness—is thus
depoliticized and offered as a tamed narrative of modernist aesthetic permutation.

—Nuit Banai
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Sam Lewitt 
 
"International Corrosion Fatigue" 
June 6th 2013 - August 24th 2013 
opening reception on Thursday, June 6th, 2013, 7-9 pm 
 
 
Sam Lewitt (* 1981, lives in New York) presents under the title "International Corrosion Fatigue" a new 
installation. It is the third solo exhibition of the artist at Galerie Buchholz. 
 
 
 
 
 
For Michel Foucault, the letterset world was increasingly a space of recording and regulation […] If 
language emerged from us, with letterset writing, it slowly began to turn back on us, creating classifications 
and files, systems of ordering and numbering. Even as electronic technology has replaced mechanical 
systems in the last hundred or so years, these bureaucratic inventions have remained. In fact, they have 
intensified, creating an ever-proliferating number of barriers and codes that never even really need to print 
themselves out. Since the early 2000s Lewitt has made it his project to tease out connections between 
technologies of writing and the subjects that inhabit them. 
         Alex Kitnick, Fully Automatic Writing 
        
 
 
Record - The electrical signals that course through my camera when the shutter button is pressed 

move along ultrathin flat flexible cables etched in copper bonded to a plastic substrate. 
These conduits coordinate and control the imaging system. Before any shots are framed, 
the camera manufacturer’s website promises “uncompromised … power and flexibility 
right in the palm of your hand". “Flexibility” stands for both end-user performance and the 
technical structure of the device. It is a term that mediates physical and ideological 
descriptions prior to the record of any image whatever.  

 
Erase -  In Spring 2012 a team of security and police confiscated and erased a batch of  

photographs from my camera after I had taken a walk around a central High Frequency 
Trading hub in New Jersey. My ageing prosumer SLR is a model called the Canon Rebel 
t1i. I was told by the police that if I was really an artist, I should be able make drawings 
from memory. Contrary to the promises of the camera’s brand identity, it was assumed 
that I should have the discipline to do such a thing.  

 
Print -  The head of security gave me his card after ordering that the images be erased. The  

graphic of a flexing helix on the card is thus material for me too. It suggests that the flex of 
control stretches right through the remote location, its corporate structure, the security 
that guards it, the camera that takes its picture, and the artist that is framed by his shots. 
Here’s where personal pronouns get stripped.  

 
Strip (corrode) - Lineaments are etchings made by bathing ribbons of copper clad plastic used in flexible  

circuit manufacturing in ferric chloride. This chemical corrodes the copper in areas where 
an oil based resist has not first secured the copper underneath. The corrosion of all 
unsecured material thickens slick graphics into irritated plastics.   



 

 
Strip (degrease) -After etching, a fine spray of solvent degreases the areas secured against corrosion. A 

sheet of blotter paper pulls up the resist in affected areas. This process results in stripes 
scaled to an interior, leaving room for future flexing. No feature here is site specific. The 
works are ‘Weak Local Lineaments’ for ‘International Corrosion Fatigue.’  

 
Stripe (degauss)- Electro-magnetic media circulate information to an automated reader. Stored Value Field 

Separators are self-cancelling communications. They are columns made from magnets 
pulled from hard drives, punctuated by cards with magnetic stripes whose data lines are 
erased by adjacent forces. 

 
 
          Sam Lewitt, 2013 
 
 
 
 
 
The artist book "Fluid Employment" by Sam Lewitt has just been published by Galerie Buchholz, 
Berlin/Cologne, Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York and Koenig Books, London. 
 
 
 
 



miguel abreu gallery  
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Exhibition: d r u n k e n  w a l k s  /  c l i c h é  /  c o r r o s i o n  f a t i g u e  /  e b a y  
 

Cheyney Thompson, Florian Pumhösl, Sam Lewitt, Moyra Davey & Jason Simon 
 

Dates:   May 2 – June 16, 2013 

 

Reception: Thursday, May 2, 6 – 8PM 
 

 

The works in this exhibition draw on techniques of reproduction, such as stamping, molding, etching, and 
photography, in attempts to re-direct their legibility as means of relating signs to their material substructure. 
These resources are thrown into relief in a process of isolating their mediating function, roughening 
conventions of communication and allowing organizational logics of production to appear as they break down.  
 

Sometimes this looks like: 
 

The wanderings of inebriated actors: concrete excursions through randomly made decisions. A hardened 
algorithm models pollen on water. 

  
Drunk-walking down Wall Street: 

Cement, tin, copper, metastasizing on the price index. 
 
Sedimentations of an abstract vocabulary: precisely scaled plaster tablets rubber-stamped with cliché. Needle 
and thread extracted from an infinite textile surface. 
 

“Cliché dissolves the gesture that patiently managed to trace out an identity 
of relations into a relation of resemblance … softening the technical nature of the  

operation and its ‘cold’ exteriority by a warm confusion.” 
(Gilles Chatelet) 

 
Corroding lines of communication: flexible etchings of stressed-out circuits. Oxidizing control panel conduits 
pulled from hand to eye interfacing. 
 

An acid bitten surface suspends a weathered syllabary: 
Haruspex divines the voice-off of lines executed but not read. 

 
The deadpan affect of transactional pictures: 
Snapshots in the style of items on Ebay.  A casual isolation of coarse objectivity.  
 

Photos in the style of interpellation: 
                The look of monetization. Grids of un-gilded revenue kept under the bed. 

 
 

For more information or for visuals, please contact the gallery: 
 
Miguel Abreu Gallery 
36 Orchard Street (between Canal & Hester), New York, NY 10002 
Telephone 212.995.1774 • Fax 646.688.2302 • post@miguelabreugallery.com 
 
Hours:  Wednesday – Sunday, 11:00AM to 6:30PM  
Subway:  F to East Broadway; B, D to Grand Street;  J, M, Z to Delancey / Essex Street
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Media Specificities
PAMELA M. LEE
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THOUGH IT MAY LOOK LIKE an abstract play of shadows, the image on the 
cover of Artforum’s 1962 debut issue is, in fact, a kinetic sculpture—a jittery,
vaguely anthropomorphic contraption of springs and spare parts—by the 
Swiss artist-provocateur Jean Tinguely. Why would the editors of an ambitious 
new art magazine choose an image of crepuscular ambiguity when the occa-
sion seemed to call for perspicuous assertion? Considering this question, art 
historian Pamela M. Lee proposes that ambiguity may have been the point. 

Tinguely’s automatons spoke to the rise of a hybrid technological media, 
one that had plunged modernist medium specificity into a murky impurity. 
Art was now irrevocably embedded in media circuits and labor regimes. 
Linking this postwar shift to the contemporary work of Sam Lewitt, Lee  
elucidates the perennial relevance of the issues-—around medium, media, 
and their paradoxical convergence-—toward which Tinguely’s machines 
were only beginning to gesture.
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THOUGH IT MAY LOOK LIKE an abstract play of shadows, the image on the 
cover of Artforum’s 1962 debut issue is, in fact, a kinetic sculpture—a jittery,
vaguely anthropomorphic contraption of springs and spare parts—by the 
Swiss artist-provocateur Jean Tinguely. Why would the editors of an ambitious 
new art magazine choose an image of crepuscular ambiguity when the occa-
sion seemed to call for perspicuous assertion? Considering this question, art 
historian Pamela M. Lee proposes that ambiguity may have been the point. 

Tinguely’s automatons spoke to the rise of a hybrid technological media, 
one that had plunged modernist medium specificity into a murky impurity. 
Art was now irrevocably embedded in media circuits and labor regimes. 
Linking this postwar shift to the contemporary work of Sam Lewitt, Lee  
elucidates the perennial relevance of the issues-—around medium, media, 
and their paradoxical convergence-—toward which Tinguely’s machines 
were only beginning to gesture.
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Kender) did less to communicate the magazine’s 
stated ambitions than it did to obscure them.

But perhaps the illegibility of the image was to the 
point, signaling how Tinguely’s infamous drawing 
machines might actually be testing the limits of artis-
tic inscription, and in so doing offering an alternate 
editorial subtext for the magazine than  “the enlighten-
ing statement on art” as such. (To be sure, the text 
also speaks to the magazine’s commitment to pub-
lishing “divergent and contradictory opinion.”) The 
Meta-matics were nothing if not timely in their 
amphibious relationship to contemporary media and 
technology. Indeed, Tinguely had concocted a 
method of drawing—or, better, writing—that could 
only make sense after the fact of two radically different 
kinds of midcentury innovation: the action painting 
of a Jackson Pollock, on the one hand, and the revo-
lution in automation technologies, on the other. 

So if the status of inscription was central to the 
Meta-matics, questions of reading the work of art fol-
lowed suit. Less than a generation before Artforum’s
debut, Clement Greenberg could justify Pollock’s 
expressionism according to the laws of medium 
specificity: what was inerrant, proper, and restricted 
to the materials and activity of painting. Tinguely’s 
venture into automated “expressionism” and the 
writing that followed it could scarcely conform to 
such proscriptive terms. As if to illustrate the point, 
the artist and critic Arthur Secunda would describe 
the schizophrenic attitude of Tinguely’s work as 
“activated sculpture” and Tinguely himself as an 
“action-sculptor” within the pages of the debut 
issue.3 In an article comparing the Swiss artist’s prac-
tice with the pseudo-Constructivist locutions of 
George Rickey, Secunda would simultaneously opine 
on Tinguely’s “Rabelaisian sense of humor” and his 
“dissonant expressionism,” such that the artist’s 
kinetic output (and his peculiar approach to auto-
matic writing) remained a critically indecipherable 
affair, at once neo-Dada provocation and jet-age 
extension of gestural abstraction. 

Flash forward fifty years, and analogous issues 
persist for both contemporary art and its criticism. 
That such questions often turn, ironically, on 
medium—and on its convergence with the media, a 
phenomenon that had barely been investigated circa 
1962, when Warhol’s career was barely getting under 
way—is in many ways anticipated by Tinguely, 
whose progressively more outrageous dalliances with 
the media cast him as art-world ambassador to the 
new information society. Consider the relationship 
between art and its media his work suggested: how 
a technically crude, even laughable, drawing machine 
might augur something genuinely sinister about the 
coming automation of creativity—not merely the rise 
of the cognitive laborer and the “creative class” but 

Tinguely’s technically crude,  
even laughable, drawing machine 
might augur something  
genuinely sinister about the  
coming automation of creativity.

Jean Tinguely, Méta-matic No. 1, 
1959, metal, paper, motor, felt-tip 
pen, 373⁄4 x 331⁄2 x 173⁄8".

skylights opened above them, with walls of pure light; 
they were in a really uplifting environment. And as  
the meeting proceeded, certain participants began to  
break with their form and actually admitted that they 
did not really know where to go or what to do with their 
research, which was a very dangerous thing for them to 
acknowledge (many of them being employees of NASA). 
So that was a very interesting moment, when someone 
said:  “Look, we don’t really know. We’re here to ask 
questions.” Then in the middle of the day, I cut open the 
screen and we had lunch together. They began to inter-
act with each other more naturally. 

On the third day, I had essentially removed the front 
of the building, so they were basically holding discus-
sions in the street, and they were very comfortable 
doing it. On the whole, people stayed around because 
they thought something important had happened. But 
when we surveyed them afterward, only about 10 per-
cent were able to identify that what had changed, in 
fact, was their environment—i.e., what they were there 
to discover or to talk about. Many had an experience in 
which they knew something was going on but couldn’t 
put their finger on it, which is why I chose to participate 
in a visceral way in the first place, instead of talking. 

It was amazing for me to have the opportunity to do 
something like that—an exercise in qualities and how 
they affect our lives, how much the phenomenal aspect 
of our experience is at play at all times.

Most disciplines’ histories are homogeneous: That  
is, we have a basic concept in mind, axioms of sorts, 

laws of science or ideas about aesthetic quality, and  
we proceed based on that, like climbing rungs on a  
ladder. But once in a great while, there is a point when 
one discipline or another finds that you can’t get there 
from here, which is very daunting. When that doesn’t 
work, you have an existential dilemma—you have a 
necessity for what Edmund Husserl referred to as a 
“phenomenological reduction,” i.e., the need to begin 
again at the beginning . . . which is the essential history 
of modern art. 

ROBERT IRWIN
THE WHOLE “ART AND TECHNOLOGY” program was a  
red herring. But it was actually very successful for me, 
because I took a different tack. At that time, around 
1968, when the Los Angeles County Museum of Art was 
organizing this project and exhibition, I had already got-
ten rid of my studio and had essentially put myself out in 
the middle of nowhere. It was as if the whole floor of my 
activity had fallen out. So I thought what was really inter-
esting about the prospect of “A&T” was not just to go  
to some industrial firm and produce a one-off piece, as  
other artists in the program were doing, but rather to have 
a dialogue with people in different disciplines who had 
the same existential problem that I was encountering. 

Fortunately for me, the physicist Richard Feynman 
took me around to various companies, and in the 
process I met Dr. Ed Wortz, who ran the open research  
facility for the Garrett Aerospace Corporation. When I 
walked into his office, he was wearing this funny outfit, 
doing a physiology study for walking on the moon—they 
were measuring how much energy it took to walk up a 
20 percent slope in weightlessness, and so on. And he 
said, “I’ve never talked to an artist before—what do you 
guys do?” and we had a running dialogue for the next 
forty years.

The following summer, in 1969, Wortz was asked by 
NASA to host a major conference on space travel—the 
First National Symposium on Habitability. Their question 
was very simple: How do you send somebody out into 
space for twenty years and bring him or her back alive 
and sane? They invited people from all over the world 
and from at least fifteen different disciplines. He asked 
me to participate, and after thinking about it at length  
I decided that I would actually house it. 

With the help of other artists Larry Bell, James Tur-
rell, and Jack Brogan, I took a studio I had in Venice and 
essentially converted the whole thing. So instead of 
going to a Hilton conference room, the participants met 
in a virtual space capsule. I had them taken on a circu-
itous route to Venice and then dumped out in an alley. 
They entered through a blind door and found themselves 
in near-complete isolation, with no sense of the outside. 
It was a sound-dampened room, and all light was indi-
rect. They were extremely unhappy, but they persevered. 
They gave their papers and had their respondents and 
the whole thing. That afternoon, they broke up into groups 
of fifteen, and each group was given a room that was 
just slightly off—one too large, one too reverberant, one 
too dark, one too light, etc.—so that they had to deal 
with the problems of the spaces.

When they arrived on the second day, the room had 
changed—now it was like being in a mosque. There were 

Above and below: Environment 
designed by Robert Irwin for the 
First National Symposium on 
Habitability, Venice, CA, 1969. 
Photos: Malcolm Lubliner.

MEDIA STUDY
THE COVER OF THE INAUGURAL ISSUE of Artforum 
might not, in retrospect, appear particularly auspi-
cious. For an upstart magazine promising in its open-
ing pages to “search for the enlightening statement 
on art,” the image gracing the front telegraphs a 
strikingly murky agenda.1 A kinetic sculpture by Jean 
Tinguely is set in sticky relief against an ambiguous 
yellowish background, as if one of the Swiss artist’s 
notoriously frenetic machines has been trapped in a 
dismal amber. Tinguely had been stirring up contro-
versy since the late 1950s. The art world’s embrace 
of kinetic art has always been highly ambivalent (see 
page 526), and Tinguely, the genre’s impresario, was 
both celebrated and reviled as an avant-garde trick-
ster and Duchamp manqué. His European critics 
were especially exercised by the motorized drawing 
machines he called Meta-matics—works that, with 
the insertion of a slug and the seismic registrations of 
a pen, churned out expressionistic scribbles by auto-
matic means. If this arriviste publication meant to 
clarify debates on the artist, the cover hardly seemed 
to advance the cause.2 In short, the shadowy picture 
(taken by the photographers Harry Shunk and Janos 
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Kender) did less to communicate the magazine’s 
stated ambitions than it did to obscure them.

But perhaps the illegibility of the image was to the 
point, signaling how Tinguely’s infamous drawing 
machines might actually be testing the limits of artis-
tic inscription, and in so doing offering an alternate 
editorial subtext for the magazine than  “the enlighten-
ing statement on art” as such. (To be sure, the text 
also speaks to the magazine’s commitment to pub-
lishing “divergent and contradictory opinion.”) The 
Meta-matics were nothing if not timely in their 
amphibious relationship to contemporary media and 
technology. Indeed, Tinguely had concocted a 
method of drawing—or, better, writing—that could 
only make sense after the fact of two radically different 
kinds of midcentury innovation: the action painting 
of a Jackson Pollock, on the one hand, and the revo-
lution in automation technologies, on the other. 

So if the status of inscription was central to the 
Meta-matics, questions of reading the work of art fol-
lowed suit. Less than a generation before Artforum’s
debut, Clement Greenberg could justify Pollock’s 
expressionism according to the laws of medium 
specificity: what was inerrant, proper, and restricted 
to the materials and activity of painting. Tinguely’s 
venture into automated “expressionism” and the 
writing that followed it could scarcely conform to 
such proscriptive terms. As if to illustrate the point, 
the artist and critic Arthur Secunda would describe 
the schizophrenic attitude of Tinguely’s work as 
“activated sculpture” and Tinguely himself as an 
“action-sculptor” within the pages of the debut 
issue.3 In an article comparing the Swiss artist’s prac-
tice with the pseudo-Constructivist locutions of 
George Rickey, Secunda would simultaneously opine 
on Tinguely’s “Rabelaisian sense of humor” and his 
“dissonant expressionism,” such that the artist’s 
kinetic output (and his peculiar approach to auto-
matic writing) remained a critically indecipherable 
affair, at once neo-Dada provocation and jet-age 
extension of gestural abstraction. 

Flash forward fifty years, and analogous issues 
persist for both contemporary art and its criticism. 
That such questions often turn, ironically, on 
medium—and on its convergence with the media, a 
phenomenon that had barely been investigated circa 
1962, when Warhol’s career was barely getting under 
way—is in many ways anticipated by Tinguely, 
whose progressively more outrageous dalliances with 
the media cast him as art-world ambassador to the 
new information society. Consider the relationship 
between art and its media his work suggested: how 
a technically crude, even laughable, drawing machine 
might augur something genuinely sinister about the 
coming automation of creativity—not merely the rise 
of the cognitive laborer and the “creative class” but 

Tinguely’s technically crude,  
even laughable, drawing machine 
might augur something  
genuinely sinister about the  
coming automation of creativity.

Jean Tinguely, Méta-matic No. 1, 
1959, metal, paper, motor, felt-tip 
pen, 373⁄4 x 331⁄2 x 173⁄8".

skylights opened above them, with walls of pure light; 
they were in a really uplifting environment. And as  
the meeting proceeded, certain participants began to  
break with their form and actually admitted that they 
did not really know where to go or what to do with their 
research, which was a very dangerous thing for them to 
acknowledge (many of them being employees of NASA). 
So that was a very interesting moment, when someone 
said:  “Look, we don’t really know. We’re here to ask 
questions.” Then in the middle of the day, I cut open the 
screen and we had lunch together. They began to inter-
act with each other more naturally. 

On the third day, I had essentially removed the front 
of the building, so they were basically holding discus-
sions in the street, and they were very comfortable 
doing it. On the whole, people stayed around because 
they thought something important had happened. But 
when we surveyed them afterward, only about 10 per-
cent were able to identify that what had changed, in 
fact, was their environment—i.e., what they were there 
to discover or to talk about. Many had an experience in 
which they knew something was going on but couldn’t 
put their finger on it, which is why I chose to participate 
in a visceral way in the first place, instead of talking. 

It was amazing for me to have the opportunity to do 
something like that—an exercise in qualities and how 
they affect our lives, how much the phenomenal aspect 
of our experience is at play at all times.

Most disciplines’ histories are homogeneous: That  
is, we have a basic concept in mind, axioms of sorts, 

laws of science or ideas about aesthetic quality, and  
we proceed based on that, like climbing rungs on a  
ladder. But once in a great while, there is a point when 
one discipline or another finds that you can’t get there 
from here, which is very daunting. When that doesn’t 
work, you have an existential dilemma—you have a 
necessity for what Edmund Husserl referred to as a 
“phenomenological reduction,” i.e., the need to begin 
again at the beginning . . . which is the essential history 
of modern art. 

ROBERT IRWIN
THE WHOLE “ART AND TECHNOLOGY” program was a  
red herring. But it was actually very successful for me, 
because I took a different tack. At that time, around 
1968, when the Los Angeles County Museum of Art was 
organizing this project and exhibition, I had already got-
ten rid of my studio and had essentially put myself out in 
the middle of nowhere. It was as if the whole floor of my 
activity had fallen out. So I thought what was really inter-
esting about the prospect of “A&T” was not just to go  
to some industrial firm and produce a one-off piece, as  
other artists in the program were doing, but rather to have 
a dialogue with people in different disciplines who had 
the same existential problem that I was encountering. 

Fortunately for me, the physicist Richard Feynman 
took me around to various companies, and in the 
process I met Dr. Ed Wortz, who ran the open research  
facility for the Garrett Aerospace Corporation. When I 
walked into his office, he was wearing this funny outfit, 
doing a physiology study for walking on the moon—they 
were measuring how much energy it took to walk up a 
20 percent slope in weightlessness, and so on. And he 
said, “I’ve never talked to an artist before—what do you 
guys do?” and we had a running dialogue for the next 
forty years.

The following summer, in 1969, Wortz was asked by 
NASA to host a major conference on space travel—the 
First National Symposium on Habitability. Their question 
was very simple: How do you send somebody out into 
space for twenty years and bring him or her back alive 
and sane? They invited people from all over the world 
and from at least fifteen different disciplines. He asked 
me to participate, and after thinking about it at length  
I decided that I would actually house it. 

With the help of other artists Larry Bell, James Tur-
rell, and Jack Brogan, I took a studio I had in Venice and 
essentially converted the whole thing. So instead of 
going to a Hilton conference room, the participants met 
in a virtual space capsule. I had them taken on a circu-
itous route to Venice and then dumped out in an alley. 
They entered through a blind door and found themselves 
in near-complete isolation, with no sense of the outside. 
It was a sound-dampened room, and all light was indi-
rect. They were extremely unhappy, but they persevered. 
They gave their papers and had their respondents and 
the whole thing. That afternoon, they broke up into groups 
of fifteen, and each group was given a room that was 
just slightly off—one too large, one too reverberant, one 
too dark, one too light, etc.—so that they had to deal 
with the problems of the spaces.

When they arrived on the second day, the room had 
changed—now it was like being in a mosque. There were 

Above and below: Environment 
designed by Robert Irwin for the 
First National Symposium on 
Habitability, Venice, CA, 1969. 
Photos: Malcolm Lubliner.

MEDIA STUDY
THE COVER OF THE INAUGURAL ISSUE of Artforum 
might not, in retrospect, appear particularly auspi-
cious. For an upstart magazine promising in its open-
ing pages to “search for the enlightening statement 
on art,” the image gracing the front telegraphs a 
strikingly murky agenda.1 A kinetic sculpture by Jean 
Tinguely is set in sticky relief against an ambiguous 
yellowish background, as if one of the Swiss artist’s 
notoriously frenetic machines has been trapped in a 
dismal amber. Tinguely had been stirring up contro-
versy since the late 1950s. The art world’s embrace 
of kinetic art has always been highly ambivalent (see 
page 526), and Tinguely, the genre’s impresario, was 
both celebrated and reviled as an avant-garde trick-
ster and Duchamp manqué. His European critics 
were especially exercised by the motorized drawing 
machines he called Meta-matics—works that, with 
the insertion of a slug and the seismic registrations of 
a pen, churned out expressionistic scribbles by auto-
matic means. If this arriviste publication meant to 
clarify debates on the artist, the cover hardly seemed 
to advance the cause.2 In short, the shadowy picture 
(taken by the photographers Harry Shunk and Janos 
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also the development of a culture industry increasingly 
hungry for easily branded, photogenic, reproducible 
product. In 1962, the controversy for Tinguely’s critics 
was what position he took on his own joke. Was this 
form of drawing as roboticized inscription continu-
ous—or, more pointedly, complicit—with automation 
and its pernicious impact on the labor required in 
producing art at midcentury? Was creative expres-
sion to succumb to the looming technological menace 
that made automation possible: the computer? 

In 2012, when the rhetoric of “creative” econo-
mies may license any number of speculative excesses 
on the world market, critical worries such as these 
might seem hopelessly naive, if not touchingly 
quaint. Which is exactly why an updated version of 
such questions needs to be posed repeatedly of con-
temporary art—namely, what kind of work does art 
perform under the pressures of global media and its 
technologies? Early in the five decades separating 
Tinguely’s moment from our own—a period in 
which the global art world has grown as exponen-
tially as the digital media that has partially enabled 
it—the Greenbergian divide between artistic medium 
and communications media had long been in fatal 
eclipse. What has emerged in its stead, from within 
art history, anthropology, and art practice, is a pro-
nounced interrogation of art’s materiality. This 
endeavor diverges radically from the interests of 
medium specificity—or even the “post-medium” con-
dition—but is that much more invested in questions 
of technics, process, and the social and ideological 
worlds organized around art’s plastic possibilities. 
It’s no coincidence that a preoccupation with the 
thickness of things grows ever more emphatic with 
our habituation to the virtual sphere.

I was reminded of such issues recently on encoun-
tering Sam Lewitt’s contribution to this year’s Whitney 
Biennial, Fluid Employment, 2012, an oddly aggluti-
nated and elegant system. You could not find an art-
ist more different from Tinguely than Lewitt, but the 
latter has long engaged questions of reading and 
legibility, systems of graphic and readerly notation, 
and technologies of communication old and new. 

With Gareth James and Cheyney Thompson, Lewitt 
was a cofounder of Scorched Earth, a research and 
publishing project that reflected on drawing in its 
myriad aspects—whether as benchmark of artistic 
facility or as system of rudimentary notation—in 
order to analyze a potential claim to its practice as a 
form of critical knowledge. In Lewitt’s series “Paper 
Citizens,” 2010–11, chromogenic prints mounted on 
aluminum blow up the artifacts of letterpress tech-
nology to monumental scale, aided in their crystal-
line presentation by the digital tools thought to 
render such print technology obsolete. These exact-
ing portraits of typographic lockups, consisting of a 
steel frame (a chase, in the printer’s lexicon), indi-
vidual type forms, quoins, and other props, are, at 
least at first blush, a kind of media archaeology. As 
noted in the press release for a 2011 exhibition of the 
work at Miguel Abreu Gallery in New York, “This 
equipment was retrieved from a print shop that was 
exchanging its heavy metal for the light information 
of pixels in a bid to convert operations to what one 
employee described as an ‘Imaging Center.’” Here, 
then, an echo of a past debate sounds, not unlike the 
noisy clashes Tinguely’s work set into motion.

But the temptation to regard such images as merely 
reportage, a visual record of media dead on arrival, 
needs to be levied against the messages constructed 

from the technology the artist collects and surveys, 
messages that initially seem legible at a distance. The 
typography of the “Paper Citizens” prints coalesces 
into a series of anonymous citations, drawn from a 
variety of sources, which require an inverted practice 
of reading if they are to be decoded. In the viewer’s 
destabilized relationship to this process of reading, 
structural to the mechanisms of letterpress technol-
ogy itself, our rituals of communication are quite 
literally reversed, and the peculiar faith placed in the 
transparency of the messages is similarly obscured 
and effectively estranged by the artist. In one work 
from the series, Paper Citizen: Face Forward, 2011, 
the banner egyptian things (like all the text, spelled 
backward) caps a block of type describing the magic—
that is, the technology—of ancient priests: how their 
conjuring powers resided with “a sort of primitive 
steam engine” deployed during rituals at the altar. 
On the right side of the image, a block of type is 
headed by a stack of words: manufacturing, plant 
supervision, service tasks. In its oblique recom-
mendations for new workers under automation, the 
text thematizes the very status of the media Lewitt 
represents: “Automations must be able to learn from 
their experience and become more adaptive and 
communicative. The loop between the automation’s 
perceptions and its actions must narrow on several 

levels of abstraction. The development of signal-to-
symbol systems is integral to these challenges.”

If “Paper Citizens” addresses a problem of legibil-
ity tied to older media and the habits of mind that 
naturalize our relationship to processes of mediation, 
Fluid Employment takes on the base matter of more 
recent technology as something both formal and 
undecidable, exploring a material endowed with its 
own peculiar agency that resists the easy read while 
lubricating forms of contemporary communication. 
Visitors to the Whitney found a series of plastic tarps 
placed on the floor of the gallery over which magnets 
were scattered and a viscous brownish fluid poured; 
in the corner, a collection of plastic bottles stood at 
the ready. At the perimeter of this mysterious field, 
fans stirred the air lightly. The principal stuff of this 
work was ferrofluid, a colloidal liquid consisting of 
magnetic particles, the structural instability of which 
enables a remarkable process of self-organization. 
The fluid acts as if it were itself automated, driven by 
some hidden internal logic beyond the reach of the 
artist’s manipulations. In the presence of the mag-
nets, it coalesced to form surprisingly beautiful and 
uncanny shapes, spiky little islands of viscosity 
marooned in an oily field. What’s especially curious 
about the medium is its ambidextrous behavior: It 
traffics between liquid and solid and appears both 
mechanical and organic, integrated and dispersed. 
For the duration of the Biennial, Lewitt refreshed the 
liquid every two weeks, continually reanimating the 
material as it separated, congealed, and evaporated. 

Understood in these terms, the work is a fascinat-
ing exercise in process, in which the unique proper-
ties of the medium are exploited in the perpetual 
modulation of form. Evoking Pollock’s technique by 
way of Tinguely’s penchant for automation, the 
work swirls on the spectator’s horizon like an action 
painting writ large. But the title of the piece and a 
print hung on an adjacent wall introduce a question 
of material history that frames the virtual and actual 
deployment of the liquid in excess of its startling 

aesthetic capacities. Ferrofluid, we are informed, was 
developed by nasa in the early 1960s as a kind of sci-fi 
technology apropos of the space race. Commercialized 
in the late ’60s, it has found myriad technological 
applications in areas as diverse as computer engineer-
ing, military aviation, and biomedical research. The 
pliability of the medium, in short, enables a striking 
degree of technological flexibility.

And through this notion of flexibility, we confront 
an order of labor and a scalar logic that Tinguely 
could only begin to imagine in 1962. Lewitt calls 
ferrofluid “a liquid workforce”—a lubricant greas-
ing the wheels of communication and consumption 
both. In this sense, Fluid Employment might well 
read as an allegory for and a performance of multiple,
and politically incongruent, models of work: of labor 
unfixed to any one object, directive, or end; or work 
that refuses borders, whether semantic, material, 
formal, or geographic; or work of an acutely motile 
dimension, restive and unsettled, attractive and 
attracted. To update that old Abstract Expressionist 
saw, the arena in which Lewitt’s medium acts, per-
forms, and works is ubiquitous and all-encompassing,
but it is paradoxically the case that it remains largely 
invisible, whatever the material’s critical role in the 
circulation of contemporary media and technology. 
As if rewriting the lessons of the Meta-matics for  
virtual times, Fluid Employment stages the self-
inscription of ferrofluid as both structurally shape-
less and ineluctably material, with a relentless 
capacity for transformation that does not mirror but 
in fact inscribes its own contemporary politics. 

PAMELA M. LEE IS A PROFESSOR IN THE DEPARTMENT OF ART AND  
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Sam Lewitt, Fluid Employment, 2012, ferromagnetic liquid, plastic sheets, magnetic elements, fans, pigment print, silk screen, Mylar. Installation views, 
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Sam Lewitt, Paper Citizen: Face 
Forward, 2011, C-print on 
aluminum, 493⁄4 x 633⁄8".  
From the series “Paper Citizens,” 
2010–11.

It’s no coincidence that a preoccupa-
tion with the thickness of things 
grows ever more emphatic with our 
habituation to the virtual sphere.

AHMET ÖĞÜT
I AM INTERESTED in finding ways of disrupting 
social protocols by making minor shifts in their  
most basic forms. For example, in one work I took 
the standard security signage that you might find in  
a parking garage, bank, etc., and altered a single 
character so that it anomalously read THIS AREA IS 

UNDER 23 HOUR VIDEO AND AUDIO SURVEILLANCE. 
Although the piece is on permanent view at 

Laumeier Sculpture Park in Saint Louis, most visi-
tors are thrown by its readymade format and com-
pletely miss that the sign is a work of art. Usually 
they think it’s a mistake, that there’s been some 
administrative error. Someone even photographed 
the work and anonymously posted it to failblog.org. 
By the time I saw the entry, people had already sub-
mitted a slew of comments—all kinds of ideas about 
how or why that sign might have come to be. This 
continued for a while, but eventually someone wrote 
in to say that in fact the text wasn’t a mistake but a 
work of art. All of the more interesting speculation 
immediately stopped. Fortunately, information net-
works today are undisciplining the archive by way of 
the nonhierarchical organizational logic its netizens 
are drawn to employ. I like how my work disperses 
when distributed this way. 

MEDIA STUDY

Photograph of Ahmet Öğüt’s This area is under 23 hour video and  
audio surveillance, 2009, posted on failblog.org, 2012.
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But the temptation to regard such images as merely 
reportage, a visual record of media dead on arrival, 
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naturalize our relationship to processes of mediation, 
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recent technology as something both formal and 
undecidable, exploring a material endowed with its 
own peculiar agency that resists the easy read while 
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mechanical and organic, integrated and dispersed. 
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they think it’s a mistake, that there’s been some 
administrative error. Someone even photographed 
the work and anonymously posted it to failblog.org. 
By the time I saw the entry, people had already sub-
mitted a slew of comments—all kinds of ideas about 
how or why that sign might have come to be. This 
continued for a while, but eventually someone wrote 
in to say that in fact the text wasn’t a mistake but a 
work of art. All of the more interesting speculation 
immediately stopped. Fortunately, information net-
works today are undisciplining the archive by way of 
the nonhierarchical organizational logic its netizens 
are drawn to employ. I like how my work disperses 
when distributed this way. 

MEDIA STUDY

Photograph of Ahmet Öğüt’s This area is under 23 hour video and  
audio surveillance, 2009, posted on failblog.org, 2012.
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BORN IN 1981 IN LOS ANGELES; LIVES AND
WORKS IN NEW YORK.

Sam Lewitt’s practice often examines communications
systems and technologies, both obsolete and cutting
edge, that are central to contemporary life. For the 2012
Biennial, his subject is ferrofluid, a mixture of magnetic
particles suspended in liquid that is used in a wide variety
of technological applications, including computer hard
drives, audio speakers, educational tools, and military
aircraft. In the presence of a magnet, ferrofluid coagulates
to resemble a solid mass, its contours conforming to the
magnetic field yet retaining the plasticity of a liquid.

Lewitt has described his work in part as an effort to “put
constellations of graphic and plastic material into motion
around subjects that resist representation.” With Fluid
Employment, he has formulated an elegant, internally
coherent system for displaying a material that refuses
confinement to a single fixed form. The magnets attract
and hold the particles in place, creating the illusion of
solidity, while the fans circulating air over the work hasten
the material’s evaporation and put its liquidity on display.
Every other Sunday, the artist pours new fluid over what
remains, the repeated pouring and evaporation allowing
layers of “solid” and “liquid” to separate and gradually
accumulate sediment. Lewitt highlights the “neitherness”
of the medium as it constantly straddles the definitions of
solid and liquid; in demonstrating its properties, he
subverts and inverts ideas of formality and informality,
adaptability, and overdetermination.
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Sam Lewitt 
“0110_Universal-City_1010” 
11 February - 12 March 2011 
Opening reception on Friday, 11 February, 7-9 p.m. 
 
 
Galerie Daniel Buchholz is pleased to announce “0110_Universal-City_1010”, Sam Lewittʼs second solo 
exhibition at the gallery. This exhibition extends Lewittʼs recent use of printing and writing equipment as 
material for works that shift between different models of technical and linguistic interfacing, between systems of 
production and display, between the efficiency of social communication and mute, inert things. The materials 
from which the work in this exhibition derive include:  
 
1. Some of the components used to arrange movable type. This equipment was retrieved from a print shop that 
was exchanging its heavy metal for the light information of pixels in order to become (according to one 
employee) an “Imaging Center”. 
 
2. The daily appearance of advertisements for wristwatches in the New York Times that Lewitt has been 
collecting since 2006 and which are conventionally photographed with their hands somewhere around 10:10. 
 
The group of photographs collectively titled “Paper Citizens” came about by looking at the crude matrix for 
letters and locking elements involved in letterpress type composition. Rather than treat this dispossessed 
production framework with nostalgia, Lewitt puts it to use as an exhibition architecture for graphic signs. Lewitt 
has captured each component, every letter, from a collection of this equipment, manipulated it on screen, and 
output it at bodily scale in a confrontation between the order of alpha-numeric literacy and the physical space of 
spectatorship. Through this process, organizing principals of stricture and mobility hang together between a 
printerʼs flatbed grid and the graphic texture of screen resolution. A syntax of compression thus guides the 
production of these images, even if their digital interpolation has made their elements more flexible.  
 
If the “Paper Citizens” employ a global framework for restricted bits of information, then the works titled 
“Templates: sequence 10/…/10” and “Templates: sequence 01/…/10” give in to a parochial temptation. Here 
the “New York Times” becomes an organ for “Universal-City”. This work consists of two folios, each containing 
ten newspaper paste-up templates. But the journalistic content of these templates has become interchangeable 
with the advertisements that populate its pages. Lewitt records and then reconstructs the paperʼs spatial design 
format and its temporal regularity in order to derive a system for non-hierarchical page layouts, where ads and 
fragmented information about war, fashion and business collapse into layers of numerically structured 
information. The organizing scheme for the construction of these templates is dictated by a simple algorithm, 
which takes the numbers expressing the days of the months of January and October 2010 and reallocates 
them in such a way that they subtract to derive a sequence of zeros and ones. The information on the front and 
back of each watch advertisement that appears in the “NY Times” is output on transparency paper and layered 
on top of one another in keeping with their order in each dayʼs paper.  
 
“The goal is to make the prescriptive efficiency of screens concrete. This goal is projected onto some examples 
from the past, whose simple script has become material used to visualize a field of information that both 
concentrates and deflects sustained overall focus. I understand “Paper Citizen” to be a name for  
self-effacement. When I stammer, I find that llllllanguage has forced its material through the mechanics of  
self-representation”. – S. Lewitt 
 



m iguel abreu gallery  

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Exhibition: Sam Lewitt, T o t a l  I m m e r s i o n  E n v i r o n m e n t  
   

Dates:   January 7  – March 6, 2011 
 

Reception:  Friday, January 7, 6 – 8 PM 
 
 
Miguel Abreu Gallery is pleased to announce the opening on Friday, January 7th of Total Immersion Environment, 
Sam Lewitt’s third solo exhibition at the gallery. 
 

“For the past several years,” Lewitt writes, “I have been stuttering around various conflicts that take hold between 
the alphabet and other imaging technologies. Stammering is one way in which language points up its materiality 
beyond the vagaries of self-representation.” Total Immersion Environment tries to construct a constellation in which 
some material from the history of literacy – cast-offs from the plasticity of its norms – is made useful for reading 
into the thickening of several interfaces. There are three drastically different types cast in this situation. 
 

The group of photographs collectively titled Paper Citizens came about by looking at the archaic matrix for letters 
and locking elements involved in letterpress type composition. This equipment was retrieved from a print shop 
that was exchanging its heavy metal for the light information of pixels in a bid to convert operations to what one 
employee described as an “Imaging Center.” Each element, every letter, collected from this context of exchange 
was then photographed and composited into images that preserve the literary negative prescribed by a printer’s 
flatbed grid. The traces of past use left on this equipment fill in for graphic detail. 
 

The anonymous citations that build up in each Paper Citizen are selected from diffuse sources – descriptions of the 
physical properties of spatial relationships, of the acceleration of computation by quantum technologies, of 
automated intelligence systems. Taken together, these fragments indicate the existence of an absent binding text 
as much as they indicate the lack of a cohesive voice. The hope is that both structural order and graphic 
distinction can be offset against the frustrations of reading backwards. 
 

A collection of Test Subjects consists of various objects with reflective surfaces – including a full-length mirror 
from Ikea, a strip of unexposed 35mm film, the rearview mirror of a commercial vehicle and a helicopter pilot’s 
helmet – onto which several standard grades of a material called “Test Dust” has been affixed with photo-mount. 
This synthetic material is used to test the point of mechanical decomposition of technologies that must perform 
within extremely dusty environments, such as vacuum cleaners, tractors and aircraft engines. The typically 
nostalgic resonances of dust with the inevitability of decay and loss are deployed in this work as a heteronomous 
layer of material, which crosses the spheres of production, distribution and consumption.  
 

Also included in the exhibition is The Prosumer’s Discretion, a folio of prints that have been soaked in the ink of a 
cephalopod, and which is available for viewing through the gallery’s website. 
 
 
For more information or for visuals, please contact the gallery: 
 
36 Orchard Street (between Canal & Hester), New York, NY 10002 
Telephone 212.995.1774 • Fax 646.688.2302 • post@miguelabreugallery.com 
 
Gallery hours:  Wednesday – Sunday, 11:00 AM to 6:30 PM  
Subway:  F to East Broadway; B, D to Grand Street;  J, M, Z to Delancey / Essex Street 
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Striving Toward Coherence: Q+A With Sam Lewitt
dena yago 03/11/11

Sam Lewitt's recently-closed exhibition at Miguel Abreu in New York, "Total Immersion Environment," comprised three works, although only two
were physically present in the gallery. The third, The Prosumer's Discretion (all works 2011), was a set of images accessible on the gallery's
website. They involved advertisements and reproductions of the artist's work covered in squid ink. The website was likely the way most people
first found Lewitt's exhibition, and it was an apt introduction to an artist whose work manipulates the practice of consuming material.

In the gallery were the artist's Test Subjects, reflective sculptures covered in "test dust," a material used to gauge the threshold at which
mechanical objects like vacuum cleaners or helicopter engines cease to function due to material interference. Paper Citizens was a group of
large high-resolution images hung throughout the gallery, showing letterpress compositions that must be read in reverse. Each of these three
series was subjected to screens of concrete material and saturated information. While in one respect Lewitt's treatment of surface was
homogenizing, the artist simultaneously foregrounded the process of reading by isolating and slowing down the moment at which information is
transferred.

DENA YAGO: I would like to start by talking about The Prosumer's Discretion and your use of the neologism "prosumer." Is this a contraction of
the words "professional consumer" or "producer-consumer?"

SAM LEWITT: Both definitions are valid. A short text embedded into the URL for The Prosumer's Discretion
(the_prosumer_is_not_an_end_in_itself ....) suggests that the "prosumer" is but one moment in the production cycle. What attracted me to this
hackneyed market language was how it tries to force a shift away from the negativity associated with consumption, a term that implies standing
over and above an object of knowledge, use or exchange.

VIEW SLIDESHOW Paper Citizen 4326, (2011)
Chromogenic print mounted on aluminum 63 3/8 x 49 3/4
inches (161 x 126.3 cm) Framed: 66 1/8 x 52 1/2 inches
(168 x 133.4 cm); Installation View, Total Immersion
Environment ;

By contrast, "Prosumer" suggested to me a decoy positivity that a
regime of professionalized leisure and value-casual, non-
professionalized knowledge production-would seek to promote. It's the
feeling of producing something when consuming, or raising one's level
of technical knowledge to the level of a "professional."

YAGO: So "prosumption" approaches consumption as a medium.
Speed becomes your content-and the rate of reading, particularly in
the case of Paper Citizens. Is your intention with those photographs to
counter that speed through which the "prosumer" takes in knowledge?

LEWITT: I do see rhythms of reading playing out in the photographs, specifically through the strained reading experience caused by an
excessively graphic field. I propose an inverse proportion to the accelerated optical experience with high image resolution.
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I want to establish a situation in which reading opens onto more conflict-ridden timeframes. In the Paper Citizens this is obviously telescoped
back onto the letterpress, which is a cast-off tool for inscription that reemerges in the photographs as architecture for reading.

YAGO: Along those lines is there an asserted rhythmic syncopation between the three elements of the show?

LEWITT: What binds the three elements in the show is an attempt to foreground different densities of information. The squid ink in The
Prosumer's Discretion and the dust in the Test Subjects are heteronymous layers of material that "filter" graphic and physical information while
creating a new, minimally composed surface. In both of these cases a certain material thickens into a homogenizing interface. I think of this as a
way to establish a screen, and a play between graphic disclosure and the concealment of information moves between the images, objects and
texts that populate the exhibition.

YAGO: The term "prosumer" relates to advanced customization as a mode of production. There is a readymade component, a sense of working
within the confines of established forms. How does that relate to your own mode of production?

LEWITT: I'd want to narrate the relationship of the readymade to the logic of customization in terms of art's link to more generalized conditions of
production. I want to emphasize the technical infrastructure through which artists are always reaching for tools: hammers, language, computers,
etc. I want to make work that inspects certain tools as anonymous documents that might reflect upon the ways in which it is possible to make
things.

For instance, today the serialized factory model does not serve as the emblem of social organization. Instead, it's a globalized network model of
social production, which includes decentralized and "just-in-time" production, and the evaluation of information as commodity. I think that this
change is reflected in a certain creative freedom and an emphasis on flexible structures that artists utilize.

In my most recent work, I've chosen frameworks that foreground the relationship between subjective choice and standardized systems. The
Paper Citizens can function as an allegory for the way in which information hangs together between a customizing subject, the artist, and a
determinate structural constraint. The Prosumer's Discretion tries something similar by integrating the gallery website as a representative organ.

YAGO: The thresholds that figure in your work—for mechanical breakdown in Test Subjects, challenging reading, or scanning, in the Prosumer's
Discretion and Paper Citizens—are the experience of technological images. But in what ways are you addressing the generalized threshold for
absorbing language?

LEWITT: I might want to describe what I'm doing as folding the "technical image" back onto itself to become the image of a technical system. And
language is the form of practical consciousness that we have to cope with. Nevertheless, it is something like the problem of a threshold, the
arresting of the moment at which one passes into the active use of language, or the apprehension of an image, or the seemingly effortless use of
a technological system, that I want to concretize in this work. So this brings us back to slowing down reading and finding oneself abstracting from
the density of graphic information comprised by a technological image in order to strive toward coherence.

YAGO: Are you trying to reclaim the artist from being a function of his own image?

LEWITT: With regard to the texts I use in the Paper Citizens, I like to keep things at the level of anonymity and citation. So although my name is
attached to the work, I often feel more like an editor than a source of ideas. This is what I liked as an art student when I first came across Jenny
Holzer's Truisms or Weiner's statements. There is a speech act there that reminds me of Lacan's "headless subjectification," where both
speaker and auditor are produced to one another in language without being able to locate the source of speech. 

For Paper Citizens, I'm looking for a grammatical construction whose rhetorical tone can be felt, as one spells out the letters of the text, like
something material or plastic. I don't think of this as a fantasy of inviolable anonymity, since I suspect that I'm starting to sound like the ridiculous
Petrushka in Gogol's Dead Souls, who is astounded that identifying abstract lines of signs with sounds, ideas and things is possible at all.

find this article:  http://www.artinamericamagazine.com/news-opinion/conversations/2011-03-11/sam-lewitt-
miguel-abreu-prosumer/











Roberta Smith, “Varieties of Abstraction,” The New York Times, August 6, 2010, p. C21



Kyoto - 8 May 2009 - 13 June 2009 

Ei Arakawa - Liaison, a Naïve Pacifist / Sam 
Lewitt - From A to Z and Back 

Taka Ishii Gallery, Kyoto, is pleased to announce the first solo exhibition of Ei 

Arakawa and the debut solo exhibition in Japan of Sam Lewitt. 

 

Ei Arakawa - Liaison, a Naïve Pacifist 

I went on a cruise around the world in 1996. I recall that I was a naïve pacifist. 

For this show, I will do several performances with the friends and acquaintances 
I met on that cruise. We will reenact my past performances for two or three days 
before the opening (my performance is usually involved with a group of people). 
These will be private performances, but there will be editions of posters for 
these events. Most of these friends have never seen my work. These will not be 
perfect reenactments. We will use the gallery's stairs, storage, and lift as stages. 
Someone will photograph these reenactments, and I will print them out on large 
sheets of paper, black and white. These photocopies might be used to cover up 
the floor. In the video gallery, I will project a video of elements from these 
reenactments, such as the various structures which result. 

I was rallying outside when the Japanese embassy in Peru was being occupied by 
MRTA (Túpac Amaru Revolutionary Movement). 

At first, this show will appear as a retrospective, then as all new work. These 
work completed in two or three days are affected by the accumulation of several 
years. 

I am a liaison.  (NOTE: not between MRTA and outside) 

I wonder if I can borrow Silke's paintings? Instead of a big performance at the 
opening, I could do an announcement performance with Sam for 10 min or so. 
We may need a copy machine. This series of reenactments is almost a world 
circumscribed. 

Liaison, a Naïve Pacifist (Or, perhaps a cruise). 

All Past Performances, Any Performance: Eurovision2006 as Reconstruction 
Mood: The stair, Togawa Fan Club: moving boxes, Metropolis: paper panel, Two 
Grahams: fences, Kissing the Canvas: tapes and coatrack, On Kawara's 
Esperanto: fake paintings, Riot 8 Bars: moving bar, Toward a Standard Risk 
Architecture: a structure in front of the store, Non-solo show, Non-group show: 
metal basket, BYOF: painting structure, TCCA magazine: magazines, The Club in 



the Shadow performance, Mid-Yuming as Reconstruction Mood, The Poetry 
Project performance, Patti's New Mantra, Grand Openings, performance for The 
Metal Magazine, 1979 Pink Floyd as Reconstruction Mood, RIOT THE BAR, Azimi 
Book, "ghost/fantasma", Egypted, Friendships, Outsides, homelessness, YUMING 
CITIES, The Color Ball, Ouroboros, LTTR street performance, Performance at the 
Web ... 

Ei Arakawa (Japan 1977) lives and works in New York. His work has been 
presented at The Power Plant, Toronto, 2008, Yokohama Triennial 2008; New 
Museum, New York, 2008: MUMOK, Vienna, 2008; Performa07, New York, 2007; 
Reena Spaulings, New York, 2007; Royal College of Art, London, 2007; The 
Judson Church "About Town", New York, 2006; Galerie Gisela Capitain, Cologne, 
2006; Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial, Nigata, 2006; Arakawa participated in the 
Whitney Museum of American Art, Independent Study Program, New York, from 
2005 - 2006. 

 

Sam Lewitt - From A to Z and Back 

"From A to Z and Back" is an ongoing work that was set in motion with the 
disbursement of a cache. During the month of January 2009, fifty examples of a 
coin, specially designed and minted for the occasion, were given away to various 
friends and colleagues, people to whom I have social and professional bonds. 
The coin itself, according to the American manufacturer's catalog of patinas, 
was stamped in "antique silver" (actually a cheap zinc alloy). Each of its two 
sides bears a graphic "A" and "Z," imprinted in the respective positions of "heads 
and tails." Rounded out into the contours of a token placed silently into the 
hands of associates, this coin thickens an economy of largely linguistic 
exchange, given to others as unsolicited largesse. 

The work on display at Taka Ishii gallery this May commemorates this expense 
with a set of posters and coin "catalogues" that publicly circumscribe the image 
of this token. Making this work involved the calculation of a controlled 
proliferation of entitlements and qualifications. Written in the language of 
whatever geographical locale is provided by exhibition opportunity during 09, 
the texts on the posters in this exhibition slip between idioms with a 
gracelessness inimical to poor translation. I hope that certain stutters in the 
efficacy of communication call to mind constellations of reference that elude, 
yet are facilitated by, the ostensibly denotative function of these slogans. 

The prospect of carrying out "From A to Z and Back" within a Japanese context 
raises all sorts of interesting complications. As the Roman script on the coin 
suggests, all of my work has so far taken place in a European / American 
linguistic and graphic framework. Insofar as the word "back" in this work's title 
signifies something like an elliptical retrenchment of languages based on the 
Roman alphabet - as if to close them shut - the characters of Japanese script 
would seem to provide at least an immediate outside to that circuit by which the 
letters on this coin are estranged from their domain of reference. I am, however, 



reminded that this outside may be little more than the shine on a coin. For 
questions of the meaning lodged in script begin to resemble those concerning 
the value attributed money when language bears the stamp of abstract 
equivalence. 

Sam Lewitt (USA 1981) lives and works in New York. His work has been 
presented at the Swiss Institute, New York, 2008, Miguel Abreu Gallery, New 
York, 2008, Galerie Daniel Buchholz, Cologne, 2007, Galerie Christian Nagel, 
Cologne, 2007; Lewitt received his BFA from the School of the Visual Arts, New 
York in 2004 and participated in the Whitney Museum of American Art, 
Independent Study Program, New York, in 2005. 
 
 
Taka Ishii Gallery 
483 Nishigawa-cho Shimogyo-ku 
#600-8325 Kyoto 
www.takaishiigallery.com 
kyoto@takaishiigallery.com 
Phone: +81 (0)75 353 9807 
Fax: +81 (0)75 353 9808 
 
Exhibition 
8 May 2009 - 13 June 2009 
Online since 30 April 2009 
 
Opening Hours:  
Tues-Sat noon - 7 pm 
 
Opening: 
8 May 2009 - 18:00 



Simon Baier, “Eine antike Münze,” Spike Art Quarterly, Issue 19, 2009.



MIGUEL ABREU GALLERY 

36 Orchard Street, New York, NY 10002 • 212.995.1774 • fax 646.688.2302 • post@miguelabreugallery.com 
www.miguelabreugallery.com 

Press releases, like other species of promissory note, bind a projected quantity, a calculated sum of information within 
the limits of whatever standards dictate the scale of its economy. It is as credit that this information will enter into the 
hands of readers. Yet the terms of debtor and creditor are here somewhat dispersed. Elements of visual presentation 
are pledged to paper supplements, entrusting viewers’ interest to their display, underwritten by the backing of ‘my 
good name.’ Such a trust secures the projection of a bottom line, a ground to count on for what is exhibited to vision. 
To be sure, the pressure of, and promised release from the liabilities of reading will have already enjoined us in a 
certain pact that sometimes will be taken to account. Yet information’s forecasted returns within this restricted 
economy are usually as inflated as they are emphatic. I hereby promise the bearer of this note etc., etc., etc.  
 

 

The question of what provides support to any given claim of value is bound up with faith in a guarantor. Whether this 
concerns the credibility of the state’s representative right, the marketing of values, or the design of corporate logos, 
faith is sponsored by a sedimentary layer of linguistic authority that acts as backing to any material composition 
whatsoever. Such is the case with the manufacturer’s material description “antique gold” for the minting of a solid 
brass token: a specimen of which supplies an element of the work Art should be… etc. As appearances attest, the value of 
gold, an ostensible shelter from crises in the legitimacy of financial markets, maps a nominal value onto one of the 
cheapest metal ores money can buy. Incorporated into the casting of this coin’s die, a double-sided exergue vacillates 
between proclamations of equivalent value and self-evidence: TERTIUM COMPARATIONIS (Equivalence of two terms 
in a third) and RES IPSA LOQUITUR (The thing speaks for itself). This token is displayed together with a vitrinized, 
digitally manipulated photograph of painted film stock, which provides the second element of Art should be… etc. For 
both of these components, auxiliary systems of linguistic and material support bracket the volatility of self-accrediting 
signs. 

27 years ago Jack Goldstein wrote: “Art should be a trailer for the future.” According to the movie’s typical 
economy for its use of film: standard measures of time facilitate the surrender of passing images to a predictable 
future; a time defrayed by durational conventions to which an average rate of interest is expected to accrue. But linear 
duration itself is accorded legitimacy by other temporal measures that a race toward the final credits at 24fps cannot 
alone lay claim. For example, in the popular history of the movies, the text inscribed across the ream of film which 
provides the graphic frame for MGM’s lion – ARS GRATIA ARTIS (art for art’s sake) – sought legitimacy, in the 1920s, 
by citing the XIXth century credo of modern aesthetic experience in the language and ornamental forms of antiquity. 
The graphic problem faced by this logo’s author, Howard Dietz, consisted in providing backing to the studio’s 
incorporated pictures for the foreseeable future. Dietz resolved this problem by investing the language of autonomy 
with the clout of Pax Romana (or perhaps Alma Mater, of which Dietz’s own, Columbia University, provided 
inspiration for this image); and this during another moment of crisis in economic legitimacy. An image of the old 
establishes a retrograde subject for film’s great leap toward a newly minted relationship between audiences and 
images. 

This logo is still with us, emblazoning all manner of merchandise beyond images on film. Its means of 
technological support have recently shifted to pixilated information in an age where the movies, like yesterday’s 
doyens of world economic power, are rapidly on the wane. An armature survives in this framing device of an 
experience of images that film began to depose not long before the logo was committed to celluloid. If this image once 
flickered on film as an assurance that its accreditation was perennial because self-justifying, today it is rendered and 
sustained by support systems on whose shifting ground its claim is still wholly dependent. As evidence of what has 
been written out of time’s balance sheet by such decrees of abiding sovereignty: this icon casts an external light on its 
precarious foundations. Regardless of whether its language is legible, or whether, for that matter, anyone in the 
audience is interested, this image is written into an extraordinarily tenuous history of support given and received. In 
light of  more current transformations in the projected future of the filmic object of Goldstein’s maxim, we might ask: 
What of the present will have flickered in images from the past?   



 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

 



 

 

 

November 14, 2008 

 

Ashley Gilbertson for The New York Times 

Ideas and objects have equal weight in Sam Lewitt’s show at Miguel Abreu on the Lower East Side, a multimedia essay on the arbitrariness 

of material value and symbols, including the MGM logo. 

 

 

Lower East Side: Art Shoehorned Amid Charm 

By HOLLAND COTTER 

 

Among the art neighborhoods of Manhattan, the Lower East Side is by far the most picturesque. 

With its dusty synagogues, squeezed-together tenements, anarchist graffiti and shop signs in 

Yiddish, Spanish and Chinese, it’s a visual event whether you’re visiting galleries or not. 

 

But the essence of a city is change, and this neighborhood is changing. The synagogues and signs 

are disappearing, along with the anarchist spirit and artist-friendly rents. Chic little bars and 

boutiques speak of rampant yuppification, although at the moment — and a sullen economy could 

prolong this — old and new are still trading places. 

 

Art has its part in that negotiation, and always has. It both reflects and facilitates change. For more 

than a century the Educational Alliance on East Broadway has democratically provided instruction, 

studio space and exhibitions to artists. Important careers have emerged from it. Yet the sculpture on 



view in the alliance gallery now, though varied and energetic, smacks of an earlier generation. 

Contemporary Chelsea feels far, far away. 

 

By contrast, Chelsea feels very close to another institution, the New Museum of Contemporary Art, 

which moved from far West 22nd Street to the Bowery a year ago. The museum exemplifies the 

developing boho-luxe mode of the Lower East Side. It makes a neighborhood that was once an 

alternative to establishment culture a welcoming home to that culture. 

 

In line with this the museum is described as anchoring a local art scene, and in some sense it does, 

judging by the other Chelsea transplants clustered around it. Some, like Envoy, Feature, Thierry 

Goldberg Projects and White Box, have relocated. Others, like Lehmann Maupin, have opened 

second spaces here, joining galleries like Participant Inc. and Reena Spaulings Fine Art, which 

remain top attractions. 

 

The specific turf these galleries define is bordered on the north by East Houston Street, on the south 

by Canal Street, on the west by the Bowery and on the east by the river. The art topography has no 

logic, but galleries are concentrated in several spots: on a short block of Rivington Street between 

Bowery and Chrystie Street; on Stanton Street between Eldridge and Forsyth Streets; and at the 

south of Orchard Street. 

 

As in Chelsea, painting is dominant. And the New Museum sets the tone with two surveys, one 

devoted to the figurative painter Elizabeth Peyton, the other to the abstract work of Mary Heilmann. 

Enthusiasts of both will find agreeable things in galleries nearby. 

 

At Feature, Daniel Hesidence picks up the abstract thread and give it some freshness. With their 

oval forms and torrential brushwork, his pictures resemble fingerpainted portraits left out in the 

rain. At Envoy, Augusto Arbizo achieves Rorschach effects with enamel paint dripped onto 

advertisements torn from Artforum. The original ads are for artists Mr. Arbizo admires, though the 

line between homage and defacement in his paintings is thin. 

 

Stefan Sandner’s scrawly text paintings at Museum 52 are also tributes, possibly unintentional. 

Their deep obeisance to Richard Prince makes them of minor interest. In a broader sense the same 

is true of abstract paintings by Lisa Hamilton at Jane Kim/Thrust Projects and Logan Grider at 

Thierry Goldberg. The work, though solid and well schooled, is a throwback, barely updated, to 

earlier modernist styles. It feels like the equivalent of 20-somethings — Mr. Grider was born in 

1981 — blissing out on Mel Tormé. 

 

The painting and photography by the Japanese artist named simply Mr. at Lehmann Maupin is also 

retro. A Takashi Murakami protégé, he has the de rigeur graphic skills, but the manga-pop genre he 

traffics in has seen its day. I preferred Steve Smith’s shadow-box watercolors at Invisible NYC. 

They’re clever, cartoonish, totally slight and don’t pretend to be more. And, seen in a gallery that 

doubles as a tattoo parlor, they fit the Loisaida ambience to a T. 

 

Alejandro Cardenas’s paintings of insectlike aliens at James Fuentes, a gallery tucked away in a 

fascinating 19th-century pocket below Canal Street, also have modesty to recommend them. And so 

do Joe Bradley’s quite large paintings at Canada. All you see when you enter Mr. Bradley’s show is 



a scuffed-up blank canvas. And the six paintings in the adjoining room offer just one rudimentary 

image each: a cross, for instance, a Superman logo, the number 23. But because the artist doesn’t 

call on painterly competence, the work stands out in a gallery scene that has, overall, the ready-for-

prime-time surface sheen of an M.F.A. show. 

 

Mr. Bradley is best known for multipanel paintings that could be mistaken for relief sculptures. And 

sculpture has some presence on the Lower East Side. The artists at Anonymous Gallery — Anthony 

Lister, Greg Lamarche, Maya Hayuk, Monica Canilao — recently created environments inside 

shipping containers that they situated near downtown museums. In the gallery these environments 

have been removed from the containers and flattened out. Accumulation, with exacting placement, 

is the name of the game. 

 

At the minute Number 35, a part-sculpture, part-painting installation by Adam Hayes joins elements 

from Gothic cathedrals and Las Vegas casinos into a kind of funk-antique architecture. Elsewhere, 

at Smith-Stewart, Nicole Cherubini goes straight to the Classical past in ceramic sculptures. Hefty 

kraters are pieced together from many decorative parts in an kind of reverse archaeology. This is art 

that begins rather than ends with breakage. 

 

Far east on Canal Street there’s an ambusher of a piece titled “History” by a Shanghai sculptor 

named Xu Han Wei, an alter ego of the wily artist Terence Koh. Set in the dead-white gallery space 

of Asia Song Society, and viewable only through the window, “History” consists of a dark-skinned 

mannequin wearing animal skins, Jimi Hendrix bell-bottoms, an Afro wig and African beads. 

Monumental and funny, it was created for the presidential election, though its political vibes are 

healthily ambiguous. 

 

Mr. Koh is a conceptual artist who does hands-on things. So is Julieta Aranda, from Mexico, whose 

solo show at Fruit and Flower Deli is mostly computer printers spewing out paper covered with the 

typed letter S. The installation has something to do with the notion that if you give enough chimps 

enough computers and enough time they could write “Hamlet.” At least I think that’s the gist, 

though you never know in a gallery that has an oracle in residence (invisible) and a director called 

the Keeper (real name: Rodrigo). 

 

Ideas and objects have equal weight in Sam Lewitt’s show at Miguel Abreu, basically a multimedia 

essay on the arbitrariness of material value and symbols. The symbol under scrutiny is the MGM 

lion logo, which, as is explained in a demanding gallery news release, embeds references to 

Columbia University and ancient Rome. Intricate is an inadequate word for Mr. Lewitt’s labor-

intense, thought-through art. 

 

A conceptualist associated with performance art, Clifford Owens is having a first New York solo at 

the new On Stellar Rays. The diarylike texts and photographs add up to a survey of this intriguing 

artist’s still-young career, with one element still to come: a video of a performance done in the 

gallery. 

 

Video is scarce on the Lower East Side, but what’s there is good. Sari Carel has a dreamlike piece 

at Nicelle Beauchene, filmed at the Bronx Zoo with charismatic performers, among them a giraffe 

with a Garbo profile. A cool, tender installation by Josh Tonsfeldt at Simon Preston includes spider 



webs, a barn dance and photographs of horses. And there are beasts galore in the inaugural group 

show at Kumukumu made up of images of rabbits. Joseph Beuys, Ray Johnson and Kiki Smith 

make it (sort of) work. 

 

Enterprising art trekkers will want to seek nongallery installations that are part of the three-borough 

show “Metro Poles: Art in Action.” The Lower East Side components, in the Charles B. Wang 

Community Health Center (268 Canal Street) and the Chinatown Manpower Project (70 Mulberry 

Street), are organized by the Asian American Arts Center, a veteran nonprofit space now 

economically imperiled. 

 

A point of reference to present economic straits is raised by Melanie Baker’s painting “Abracadabra 

II (Alan Greenspan)” at another alternative space, White Box. There it is in the group show 

“Sedition,” one of the few displays of political art in a neighborhood once a hotbed of activism. 

 

For a trip back to a less radical past, which is where a lot of present art seems to be heading, drop 

by Woodward Gallery for a “where did this come from?” show of Ad Reinhardt ephemera, notably 

billets-doux to a young painter, Olga Sheirr, with whom he had a long affair. They met when she 

was 19 and one of his students. He traveled; she traveled. They got together when they could. When 

they couldn’t, he sent her postcards of art from around the world. An educational alliance indeed. 

 





Galerie Daniel Buchholz 

Neven-DuMont-Str. 17 50667 Köln 
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Sam Lewitt 

"Printer, Scriptor: Folios" 

19 June to 30 August 2008 

Opening on Thursday, 19 June, 19-21h 

 

Sam Lewitt, for his first solo exhibition at Galerie Daniel Buchholz, presents Printer, 

Scriptor: Folios. The work in this exhibition is collated into several groups of graphic 

matter derived from a source assortment of elements that are variously reproduced, 

displaced and situated as a display. The formal strategies of graphic depiction that are 

here deployed comports this material in a manner not unlike choice elements retrieved 

from the dustbin of a defunct printer’s shop; and much of the source material for this 

work was acquired from such establishments. 

Portfolio cases are displayed on pedestals within the gallery. As framing and storage 

equipment, these objects suggest themselves to a collected content making a momentary 

appearance. Paper – its role as support, its propensity to effacement, to abstraction and 

inscription – provides the model for such a thing as will be written, and read, out of 

existence. What exists in the hold of the portfolio often includes a memory for which the 

pulp of an unstable pH commingles freely with the acid-free backing of a durable 

existence. Document holding devices serve as an exemplary case for value’s heteronomy: 

singular products potent with the prospect of accruing a speculative surplus value 

convene with industrially printed paper. The storage logic of the portfolio facilitates an 

equivalency of value for its contents. But this with the trait of holding for posterity those 

moments when paper returns to view as an unsettled support, one for which the efficacy 

of images is fossilized into a fetish. Bordering these open cases: The work in Monograms 

is cobbled together around two tools for alphabetic inscription derived respectively from 

the realms of material production and exchange. Ink drawings of an image of two pens, 

clipped from a newspaper advertisement and re-scaled to approximate actual size, are 

multiplied and composed into iterations of their physical spacing with regard to one 

another. These images are manually re-produced using the ink that they ostensibly 

contain, traced and filled-in, excluding only logos and corrections to coherently pictured 

depth. These find counterparts in a series of photograms made using reams of outmoded, 

industrial "Phototype": long film negatives which have entire font families printed on 

them. The receding graphic/alphabetic symbols that are piled here index a material 

support for language – one made visible on condition of the enervation of communicative 

signs. 

The notice given to a stable medium for grammar in Monograms provides an approach to 

the attendant positioning of its support in Printing Progress: 1959. Two decollated page 

folios from a mid-20th century report on the paper-making industry supply the source 

images for this work. These page’s contents have been variously rendered by graphite 



tracings, which have then been pasted onto perpendicularly positioned page layouts; 

shifting the horizontality of the book to large, vertical sheets. An additional alteration 

occurs in the drawings within this work: the photographs from which the tracings in 

Printing Progress are derived have undergone, in their graphic transcription, the 

extraction of the images of people originally documented in them, staffing the moving 

parts of industrial papermaking machines. 

 

In both of these image collections, I imagine the ambiguity of what purpose possesses 

these objects to be in direct correlation to the dispossession of their instrumental worth: 

out-stripped in efficacy by pixilated information and equipment far more interface 

directed. But if current fantasies of flexibility and connectedness have accelerated new 

means of rendering and displaying old goods, then I appreciate the reproduction of these 

images – sourced from forms of production and consumption oriented toward 

disappearance – as having emblazoned their foundational supports with instabilities that 

call ahead a reservation for their successors to the width of closing portfolio folds. The 

material of a written world left behind by shifts in economy and conditions of legibility 

has recently been the material for my own production as a collector. By force of what 

concerns the perception of social-relations as objects – which in turn are made to stand 

with regard to their collection – I’ve disassembled some holdings for this exhibition. 

 

- S.L. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Exhibition: SAM LEWITT 

P at i en c e  …  F o r t i tu de  
   
Dates:  December 15, 2006 – January 29, 2007 
 
Reception: Friday, December 15, 6:30 – 9 PM 
 
Miguel Abreu Gallery is pleased to present Patience …  Fortitude, the first one-person exhibition by Sam Lewitt. 
 
Reporter: “What do the lions stand for in art and did you intend some symbolism?” 
Edward Clark Potter: “I’m sure I don’t know” 
 
As if to promise something to come, revise by omission, or possibly mark an entryway, the exhibition title 
Patience … Fortitude frames two interrelated works – New/Collection/Display & A.D.  Both of these works stage 
themselves through artifacts chosen from the New York Public Library’s main branch: an archival image 
depicting the Library’s stacks of books contained below 42nd Street, and a statement, made by the sculptor of the 
lions that stand at the institution’s main entryway, in which he asserts his lack of knowledge as to whether 
meaning adheres in his monuments.   
 
The former, through which New/Collection/Display is realized, pictorially reveals a cross section of the library’s 
stratified tiers of shelving: the near sum of print held upon the institution’s opening. In New/Collection/Display 
this image is treated as a pictograph of sedimentation – a compressed deposit in itself, constituted by the 
hardened traces of manual and industrial labor, organized by their technological impression into a condensed 
image archive. This work materializes as something like an advertisement whose cipher is the public face of 
collection. The putative objects of display for this poster are the mimetically parsed procedures that constitute 
the archival image from which it is derived: a drawing, a photograph and a print. Here we have a historical 
detail as core sample, cracked along the fault-line of temporal compression and sealed into the spatial display 
of a vitrine.   
 
 A.D. embellishes this object-like relationship to productive forces so that it might appear from a different 
perspective. In this work we encounter the static presentation of a collection of fictitious dust jackets. As the 
designated promotional site for a condensed interior, the dust jacket materializes the threshold between the 
ephemerality of advertising and the durability of text: between fashion and the endurance of an archival 
inscription. In A.D. we only get as far as a designed impression. The space of the “blurb,” typically constructed 
according to conventions of disclosure (and adequate concealment), becomes this collection’s agent of oblique 
self-possession. The titles and descriptive texts of these protective covers seem confused as to what they are 
supposed to relate to potential interest. The impression given is that these objects lack the means of 
representation.  
 
The absence of a client for these representatives seals them up to the laminate bond. Perhaps to aid in a memory 
of design’s returning obsolescence, the vertical display of these forms recall architecture’s archaic perceptual 
corollary of distracted reception; a habit of passing which binds advertising, ornament and decorum. 
Discerning this constellation’s image is the job of the sleuth who is willing to read what might elude the 
unfolding of illustration, but is right there, scattered into barren graphics.  



 

 

The nouns “patience” and “fortitude,” rather than states of stoic consciousness, name a character without any 
particular content. In this light, “A.D.” should have its mythological contents given over to a profane figure of 
skeptical openness: perhaps relating more to A Detective’s “what has happened?” than Anno Domini. The library’s 
necessary maintenance of its technological proficiency gives evidence to a collective project of waiting (in 
anticipation of new ways of archiving and disseminating old content). The maintenance of its edifice sustains 
the purported efficacy for representation to and of the present. It is this precarious relationship to time that 
sends this work circling around Edward Clark Potter’s failure to enunciate the meaning of his sculptures that 
remain at the entrance of the public library.   
 
Sam Lewitt received a BFA from the School of Visual Arts and attended the Whitney Independent Study 
Program, New York. He is co-founder and co-editor of Scorched Earth, the twelve-issue magazine in which the 
question of drawing’s place in theory and practice is addressed in dialogue with artists, critics and historians. 
In early 2007, his work will be included in group shows at Sutton Lane, Paris, Galerie Christian Nagel, 
Cologne, and Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York. 

 

For more information or for visuals, please contact the gallery at 212.995.1774 or 
info@miguelabreugallery.com.  
 

 
Gallery hours:  Wednesday – Sunday, 11:00 AM to 6:30 PM 
 
Miguel Abreu Gallery 
36 Orchard Street (between Canal & Hester) 
New York, NY 10002 
Tel 212.995.1774  Fax 646.688.2302   
info@miguelabreugallery.com 
www.miguelabreugallery.com 
 
Subway:  F to East Broadway; B, D to Grand Street 
                     J, M, Z to Delancey/Essex Streets 









More information available
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88 Eldridge Street / 36 Orchard Street, New York, NY 10002 • 212.995.1774 •  fax 646.688.2302  
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